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Executive Summary

I. Introduction

The United Nations Human Rights Council decided in June 2014 to establish an Intergovernmental Working Group to “elaborate an international legally binding instrument to regulate, in international human rights law, the activities of transnational corporations and other business enterprises.” The first meeting of the Working Group will take place in Geneva in July 2015.

The Council did not further specify what sort of instrument should be drafted. The Center for Human Rights of the American Bar Association and the Law Society of England and Wales have asked the present authors to prepare a “White Paper” on possible options for a treaty on business and human rights.

The Paper takes no position for or against a treaty, or any particular form or content of a treaty. It is purely informational. It represents the views only of its authors, not necessarily those of the American Bar Association or its Center, or of the Law Society. Although other experts provided helpful comments on earlier drafts, the authors are solely responsible for the content.

The Paper begins by summarizing the context of the treaty process and current international law on business and human rights. It then addresses three main topics:

- **Treaty Options**: The wide variety of forms and content a treaty could take;
- **Templates**: Forms of treaties that enjoy broad support in international law, which could serve as templates for a treaty on business and human rights; and
- **Cross-cutting issues**: Issues of international law and policy that drafters may need to address, regardless of the form and content of a treaty (companies covered; applicable rights; law governing civil damages suits; geographic scope of State duties; parent company responsibilities; and whether to impose duties only on States or directly on business).

II. Background and Context

A broad consensus has emerged that business has a responsibility to respect human rights. A recent survey reports that senior executives of companies “overwhelmingly perceive a responsibility to protect human rights.” In 2014 all member States of the UN Human Rights Council called upon “all business enterprises to meet their responsibility to respect human rights in accordance with the [UN] Guiding Principles [on Business and Human Rights].”

This consensus is reflected in the UN Framework on Business and Human Rights, endorsed by the Council in 2008, and the UN Guiding Principles on Business and Human Rights, endorsed by the Council in 2011. The Framework has three “Pillars”:
- **The State duty to protect** against human rights abuses by business (Pillar One);

- **The business responsibility to respect** human rights (Pillar Two); and

- The responsibility of States and business to provide effective *access to remedies* (Pillar Three).

While the business responsibility to respect human rights arises partly from existing law, it rests more generally on the “basic expectation society has of business,” which is part of a company’s “social license to operate.” The business responsibility is twofold. First, companies should not violate human rights. Second, they should exercise “due diligence” to anticipate and avoid or mitigate adverse impacts on human rights arising from their activities.

All three Pillars of the Framework were elaborated by the 2011 UN Guiding Principles, which provide more specific guidance for States and business. Implementation of the Guiding Principles is now being promoted by international bodies; States; many businesses and industry associations; bar associations; civil society; and a UN Working Group of five independent experts.

Nonetheless, doubts about the effectiveness of this “soft law” approach, especially with regard to remedies for victims, led Ecuador and South Africa in 2014 to ask the UN Human Rights Council to begin a process to draft a legally binding treaty. By a plurality vote of 20 States in favor, 14 opposed, and 13 abstaining, the Council agreed to establish an Intergovernmental Working Group to “elaborate an international legally binding instrument to regulate, in international human rights law, the activities of transnational corporations and other business enterprises.” The Group’s first meeting will take place in Geneva in July 2015.

III. **Existing International Legal Obligations of Business with Regard to Human Rights**

Current international law imposes certain human rights obligations on business, but the coverage is incomplete, indirect and largely ineffective. International human rights law obligates States to protect human rights from infringement by business, but the obligations relating to business are vague and general. International labor law and international criminal law impose specific obligations on business, but their coverage is narrow. Most treaties in all three bodies of law are not universally ratified, and none grants victims effective remedies against companies.

IV. **Treaty Options**

There is a wide range of possibilities for the form and content of a treaty on business and human rights. They range from a comparatively weak treaty that would simply mandate public reporting by large companies, to a strong treaty with civil and criminal remedies in national and international courts.
The global coalition of NGO’s calling for a treaty, as well as the lead governmental sponsors, advocate a treaty that comes closer to the “hard” end of the spectrum. However, it is not clear that any treaty that ultimately emerges from a drafting process will meet these objectives. Most options outlined in this Paper would not fully meet the goals of leading treaty proponents, such as Ecuador and the global NGO coalition, to provide broad accountability for companies and accessible remedies for victims.

This Paper does not attempt to catalogue all treaty options; there are simply too many. It outlines illustrative options, each modeled partly on existing international law binding States in regard to human rights, anti-corruption or environmental law. Each potential template is already either widely ratified or recently adopted. Thus there is reason to believe that its form, at least, may be generally acceptable to States.

The Paper presents the options in two broad categories: treaties mandating mainly national action; and treaties establishing international enforcement machinery. (A treaty could of course mandate both.) Within each category, the listing proceeds, roughly speaking, from relatively “weak” to relatively “hard” options. Each option could constitute either an entire treaty, or one component of a broader treaty. The Paper notes advantages and disadvantages of each treaty option.

A. National Action:

1. **Business Reporting:** A treaty might require corporations to report publicly on their human rights policies, risks, outcomes and indicators.

2. **State Planning:** A treaty might require States to adopt National Action Plans to implement the UN Guiding Principles and other norms.

3. **Business Implementation of Guiding Principles:** A treaty might commit States to require business to carry out its responsibilities under Pillars Two and Three of the UN Guiding Principles. In particular, States might require business to exercise human rights “due diligence.”

4. **Framework Treaty:** A treaty might initially adopt a generally worded “framework,” committing States only to broad principles, later to be supplemented by more specified duties, through additional protocols (i.e., treaty supplements) or actions, based on review of experience over time.

5. **Criminalization:** A treaty might specify certain internationally recognized crimes against human rights, and require States to prosecute corporations and corporate executives and to cooperate with each other in doing so. The form of such a treaty could be modeled on the OECD Convention on Combating Bribery of Foreign Public Officials in International Business Transactions. Such a treaty might also provide a defense or mitigation for companies that could demonstrate they had robust due diligence programs in place.
6. **Prevention:** A treaty might require criminal prosecution and international cooperation, but add provisions requiring States to seek to prevent human rights violations by business through policies, practices, periodic review, independent prevention bodies, reporting and international collaboration. The form could be modelled on the widely ratified UN Convention against Corruption.

7. **Civil Remedies:** A treaty might require States to provide civil damages remedies for victims of human rights violations in which business is involved. Legal and practical barriers to access to justice would need to be addressed.

8. **Comprehensive National Protection:** Existing human rights treaties impose wide-ranging duties on States to protect people from human rights violations, including violations committed by third parties. A treaty might make explicit and precise how States must implement those treaties with regard to business.

B. **International Supervision:**

1. **State Reports:** A treaty might require States periodically to report to committees of international experts on progress and obstacles in implementing their treaty obligations. As with current human rights treaties, the reporting process might allow civil society to submit “shadow reports,” and authorize the committee to dialogue with States in public hearings and to publish concluding observations. This commitment would need to be harmonized with other UN treaty reporting procedures.

2. **Individual Complaints:** A treaty might follow existing UN human rights treaties, which allow individuals to file complaints against States before expert treaty bodies, once the complainants exhaust domestic remedies or show good cause for not doing so. A threshold question is whether to allow complaints against States, companies, or both. The answer might depend on the nature of the obligations imposed by the treaty, and on whether they mandate conduct by States, companies, or both. A complaint procedure might build on the existing procedure before “National Contact Points” under the OECD Guidelines for Multinational Enterprises.

3. **International Civil Adjudication:** A treaty might establish an international court to hear civil complaints, and to issue legally binding judgments granting reparations to victims, against States or companies or both. Regional human rights courts in Europe, Africa and the Americas currently order such reparations against States.

4. **International Mediation and Arbitration:** A treaty might create or make use of an international arbitral tribunal to hear complaints by victims against companies allegedly involved in human rights violations. A proposal to create such a tribunal has recently been circulated; if that tribunal is established beforehand, a treaty might then mandate States to require companies to submit to its jurisdiction, or the treaty itself might require business to submit to its jurisdiction.
5. **International Criminal Prosecution:** A treaty might authorize companies and business executives to be prosecuted before an international criminal court. The existing International Criminal Court can prosecute individuals, including business executives, for genocide, war crimes and crimes against humanity. A Protocol recently adopted by the African Union, but not yet entered into force, would both broaden the list of international crimes that could be prosecuted before the African Court of Justice and Human and Peoples’ Rights, and permit corporations to be prosecuted.

6. **Comprehensive treaty:** The foregoing potential elements of a treaty are not mutually exclusive. A treaty could combine some or all, and others besides. Including more elements could make a treaty more effective. On the other hand, the more ambitious the treaty, the more difficult it may become to negotiate and to attract States to join it.

C. **Policy Coherence Treaties:**

1. **National Laws:** The UN Guiding Principles call on States to ensure that their laws and institutions affecting business are coherent with their duty to protect human rights. Examples include “corporate law and securities regulation, investment, export credit and insurance, trade and labour” as well as professional codes regulating the legal profession. A treaty might require States to review their laws, or to adopt particular measures (such as including human rights criteria in public procurement policies), to ensure policy coherence.

2. **International Agreements:** The Guiding Principles further provide that “States should maintain adequate domestic policy space to meet their human rights obligations when pursuing business-related policy objectives with other States or business enterprises.” States might agree, for example, to include human rights protections in future investment and trade treaties. They could also agree to treat human rights conditions as terms of existing treaties.

D. **Sectoral Treaties:** It would also be possible to adopt a narrower treaty, focusing on a particular sector or on business involvement in certain kinds of human rights abuses.

II. **SELECTED KEY ISSUES.**

Whatever form or content of treaty is selected, a number of cross-cutting issues will need to be considered:

A. **Companies to regulate:** UN resolutions cover transnational corporations “and other business enterprises.” The UN Guiding Principles apply to “all” business enterprises, although the extent of “due diligence” required may vary with the size of a business. Yet a preambular footnote in the Human Rights Council resolution initiating the treaty process
appears to limit “other business enterprises” to those with a “transnational character.” Treaty drafters will need to consider this controversial limitation.

B. Human rights norms: The range of human rights covered by the treaty may depend on the duties it imposes. Reporting and planning might cover a broad range of rights. The UN Guiding Principles recognize the business responsibility to respect, at minimum, all rights in the Universal Declaration of Human Rights; the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights; the International Covenant on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights; and the ILO Declaration of Fundamental Principles and Rights at Work. Other rights may apply in specific circumstances. On the other hand, individual complaints or civil damages remedies might be limited to “justiciable” rights. And criminal prosecutions would apply only to crimes under existing law, or any new crimes recognized by the treaty.

C. Law governing civil damages claims: If the treaty authorizes a civil damages remedy in national courts, it might do so either for violations of international human rights law, or for violations of domestic tort law. Human rights claims would more appropriately recognize the gravity of violations, but domestic tort/delict standards might be more familiar to local judges and easier to apply. One solution might be to contemplate both kinds of remedies.

D. Extraterritorial jurisdiction: International law allows States to engage in reasonable exercises of jurisdiction over the conduct of their corporations in other States. A treaty might explicitly authorize, or even require, States to exercise jurisdiction over human rights violations committed by their companies outside their territories.

E. Parent company responsibility: In regard to reporting, planning and prevention, there is precedent to require parent companies to exercise due diligence to make sure that subsidiaries and other entities in the enterprise meet their responsibilities. In regard to civil or criminal liability, however, most States recognize the separate entity doctrine which treats parents and subsidiaries as different legal entities. Typically the parent cannot be held legally liable for wrongs committed by the subsidiary, except in very limited circumstances in which the corporate “veil” is pierced. On the other hand, recent developments in common law jurisdictions recognize that, in some circumstances, parent companies can be held liable for breaching a “duty of care” owed to persons injured by their subsidiaries. Drafters will need to consider such issues under the treaty.

F. Direct obligations on business: Eminent scholars disagree on whether corporations are subjects of international law. Pragmatists argue that the issue of whether or not corporations are “subjects” of international law is irrelevant to the question of what legal responsibilities can be imposed on them. Current investment and trade treaties grant corporations both substantive and remedial rights. Drafters might address whether a treaty should also impose duties on corporations.

G. Lawyers and business advisors: Bar Associations, lawyers and others advising companies need to take into account the responsibility of business to respect human rights. Treaty drafters might wish to ensure policy coherence of professional codes regulating the legal profession with State duties to protect human rights from infringement by business.
CONCLUSION

This Paper is presented in the belief that an informed negotiating process deserves, at the outset, a basic awareness of the main options, issues and choices that lie before the drafters.
I. INTRODUCTION

A plurality of the United Nations Human Rights Council member States decided in June 2014 to establish an Intergovernmental Working Group “to elaborate an international legally binding instrument to regulate, in international human rights law, the activities of transnational corporations and other business enterprises.”¹

Led by Ecuador and South Africa and supported by 20 Council member States (14 States opposed, including the US and the UK, while 13 abstained), and preceded by advocacy by hundreds of civil society organizations, the Council thus initiated a process to draft a treaty on business and human rights. The first meeting of the Working Group is to take place in Geneva in July 2015; the drafting process will likely take years.

There are many questions as to what will happen once the Working Group convenes. Will the negotiations succeed? If there is to be a treaty on business and human rights, what kind of treaty? Possibilities range from a treaty imposing minimal reporting requirements on corporations to one authorizing a special court where business entities may be sued or criminally prosecuted for human rights violations. What are the key issues the drafters will need to address under various treaty options? And if some form of treaty is adopted, what are its chances of being widely ratified by States? Or will it risk becoming, in effect, an international law orphan?

The American Bar Association Center for Human Rights, and the Law Society of England and Wales invited the present authors to prepare an informational “White Paper” on these questions. The Paper does not intend to advocate either for or against a treaty on business and human rights. Nor does it undertake to support or oppose any particular form or substance of a treaty. Its purpose is purely informational: to educate ABA and Law Society members and other interested persons about treaty issues and options. Views expressed in this Paper are strictly those of the authors, and not necessarily those of the ABA or its Center for Human Rights, or of the Law Society.

The remainder of this Paper is divided into four sections: background and context; existing international legal obligations of business in regard to human rights; options for the content of a treaty; and selected key issues.

II. BACKGROUND AND CONTEXT.

A generation ago it was often argued that only States had institutional responsibilities to safeguard human rights, and that only State actors could violate human rights. In recent years the predominant view has changed dramatically. By 2014 a reputable survey indicated that senior corporate executives “overwhelmingly perceive a responsibility to protect human rights,”²

¹ UN HRC Res. 26/9, 26 June 2014, Elaboration of an international legally binding instrument on transnational corporations and other business enterprises with respect to human rights, par. 9.
² Economist Intelligence Unit, Report Summary, accessible at http://www.economistinsights.com/business-strategy/analysis/road-principles-practice. In a late 2014 survey of some 850 senior corporate executives, the Economist found that companies “overwhelmingly perceive a responsibility to protect human rights.” Over 80% of execs surveyed agreed that business is “an important player in respecting human rights.”
while all 47 member States of the UN Human Rights Council (including the US), acting by consensus, called upon “all business enterprises to meet their responsibility to respect human rights in accordance with the [UN] Guiding Principles [on Business and Human Rights].”3

How did we arrive at this new consensus?

This Paper is not the place to recount the long and tortuous history of debates in the UN over business and human rights, going back at least to the 1970s. 4 We focus here on only the latest chapter of that history, beginning a little more than a decade ago.

A. UN Mandate of John Ruggie on Business and Human Rights

In 2005 the UN Commission on Human Rights (later reconstituted as the Human Rights Council) asked UN Secretary-General Kofi Annan to appoint a special representative on the issue of “human rights and transnational corporations and other business enterprises.”5 Annan appointed Harvard University political scientist John Ruggie. The focus of Ruggie’s mandate, and of business and human rights discourse, has paid special (but not exclusive) attention to the role of transnational businesses and their investments and operations in host States – addressing issues of the impact of such companies in operations outside of their home jurisdictions.

Ruggie’s initial mandate was, among other things, to “identify and clarify standards of corporate responsibility and accountability for transnational corporations and other business enterprises with regard to human rights;” and to “elaborate on the role of States in effectively regulating and adjudicating the role of transnational corporations and other business enterprises with regard to human rights, including through international cooperation.”6

Ruggie’s appointment flowed from a decision of the UN Human Rights Council not to adopt an earlier instrument that attempted to define the legal responsibilities of corporations with respect to human rights. The draft “Norms on the Responsibilities of Transnational Corporations and Other Business Enterprises with Regard to Human Rights” were approved in 2003 by the United Nations Sub-Commission on the Promotion and Protection of Human Rights. The Norms applied a long list of treaties and international instruments to transnational corporations. 7 Critics of the Norms, among other objections, viewed them as too prescriptive.8

While non-binding, the Draft Norms were crafted with the aspiration to extend human rights obligations to companies as well as states. The preamble recognized that even though

---

6 Id.
States have the “primary responsibility” to protect human rights, “transnational corporations and other business enterprises, as organs of society, are also responsible for promoting and securing the human rights set forth in the Universal Declaration of Human Rights.” The draft Norms also stated as an objective that every effort should be made that the norms be “generally known and respected.”

The draft Norms were considered by the UN Commission on Human Rights in 2004. The Commission "express[ed] its appreciation to the Sub-Commission for the work it has undertaken in preparing the draft norms" and said they contained "useful elements and ideas for consideration." But it did not approve them and said they had "no legal standing."9 Special Representative of the Secretary-General ("SRSG") Ruggie was then appointed so that the UN could undertake a more systematic study of the issue of human rights and transnational corporations and other business enterprises.

### B. UN Framework on Business and Human Rights: “Protect, Respect, Remedy”

After extensive studies and consultations with diverse stakeholders worldwide, in 2008 Ruggie recommended a three-part “Framework” on business and human rights: “Protect, Respect and Remedy.”10 In summary, the Framework “comprises three core principles:”

- “the State duty to protect against human rights abuses by third parties, including business;”
- “the corporate responsibility to respect human rights; and”
- “the need for more effective access to remedies.”

“The three principles form a complementary whole in that each supports the others in achieving sustainable progress.”11

Ruggie explained:

“Business is the major source of investment and job creation, and markets can be highly efficient means for allocating scarce resources. They constitute powerful forces capable of generating economic growth, reducing poverty, and increasing demand for the rule of law, thereby contributing to the realization of a broad spectrum of human rights. But markets work optimally only if they are embedded within rules, customs and institutions. Markets themselves require these to survive and thrive, while society needs them to manage the adverse effects of market dynamics and produce the public goods that markets undersupply. …”12

---

11 Id. at 1 (emphasis added).
12 Id., p. 3 par. 2.
Ruggie identified the “root cause” of contemporary problems involving business and human rights as “governance gaps”:

“governance gaps created by globalization - between the scope and impact of economic forces and actors, and the capacity of societies to manage their adverse consequences. These governance gaps provide the permissive environment for wrongful acts by companies of all kinds without adequate sanctioning or reparation. How to narrow and ultimately bridge the gaps in relation to human rights is our fundamental challenge.”\(^\text{13}\)

The three-part Framework was Ruggie’s response to those governance gaps. Under existing international human rights law, he noted, States have the legal duty to protect persons within their jurisdiction from human rights violations, including those committed by business\(^\text{14}\) (or in which business is complicit\(^\text{15}\)). This has come to be known as “Pillar One” of the three-part Framework.

What is now called “Pillar Two” of the Framework is the business responsibility to respect human rights. Ruggie articulated the general business “responsibility to respect,” not as a new international legal obligation, but as a duty assumed “because it is the basic expectation society has of business.”\(^\text{16}\) It is “part of what is sometimes called a company’s social license to operate.”\(^\text{17}\)

Ruggie noted that international organizations such as the International Labour Organization and the Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development, as well as major business organizations, and the thousands of individual companies that have joined the UN Global Compact, recognize that business has a responsibility to respect human rights.\(^\text{18}\)

What does the business responsibility to respect human rights mean? In essence it has two components. The first is a negative obligation: “To respect rights essentially means not to infringe on the rights of others - put simply, to do no harm.”\(^\text{19}\)

The second is a positive responsibility: “What is required is due diligence - a process whereby companies not only ensure compliance with national laws but also manage the risk of human rights harm with a view to avoiding it, mitigating it and providing remediation in the event harm occurs. The scope of human rights-related due diligence is determined by the context in which a company is operating, its activities, and the relationships associated with those activities.”\(^\text{20}\)

These dual responsibilities apply to all human rights as enumerated in a core set of human rights treaties: “Because companies can affect virtually all internationally recognized rights, they

\(^{13}\) Id., p. 3 par. 3.
\(^{14}\) Id., pp. 7-8, pars. 18-22.
\(^{15}\) Id., pp. 20-21, pars. 73-81.
\(^{16}\) Id., pp. 4-5, par. 9.
\(^{17}\) Id., pp. 16-17, par. 54.
\(^{18}\) Id., p. 8 par. 23.
\(^{19}\) Id., p. 9 par. 24.
\(^{20}\) Id., p. 9 par. 25.
should consider the responsibility to respect in relation to all such rights, although some may require greater attention in particular contexts."

Finally, meeting these two responsibilities is not always enough: “There are situations in which companies may have additional responsibilities - for example, where they perform certain public functions, or because they have undertaken additional commitments voluntarily. But the responsibility to respect is the baseline expectation for all companies in all situations.”

The Third Pillar of the Framework requires a remedy for victims when human rights violations occur. States have a responsibility to provide both judicial and non-judicial remedies, while business has a responsibility to provide non-judicial remedies for violations in which it is involved.

By consensus, the UN Human Rights Council formally “welcome[d]” Ruggie’s three-part Framework and recognized the “need to operationalize” it. Extending his mandate for three years, the Council asked him to elaborate on the Framework, and encouraged governments, business and civil society to cooperate with him.

C. **UN Guiding Principles on Business and Human Rights**

After further research and consultations, Ruggie in 2011 presented a set of some 31 “Guiding Principles on Business and Human Rights,” together with commentaries on each Principle. Principles 1-10 cover the State duty to protect; Principles 11-24 detail the business responsibility to respect; and Principles 25-31 address the need to provide victims access to effective remedies. Noting the “painfully slow” nature of treaty negotiations, Ruggie stated that he had considered and ruled out the treaty option “at this time” (in order to focus initially on what he viewed as a more timely means to close the governance gap and to provide victims access to a remedy sooner rather than later. (Ruggie’s position, as discussed below, has evolved since then.)


22 Id.

23 Id., p. 24 et seq.


26 John Ruggie, *Treaty road not travelled*, ETHICAL CORPORATION, May 2008, pp. 42-43. Ruggie also argued that a treaty-making process “now” could undermine “effective shorter-term measures,” and noted “serious questions” about how a treaty would be enforced. *Id.* at 42.
The UN Human Rights Council, again by consensus, formally “endorse[d]” the Guiding Principles, now known as the “UN Guiding Principles.” In addition to the ongoing mandate of the UN High Commissioner for Human Rights, the Council established a Working Group of five independent experts to monitor and promote effective implementation of the Guiding Principles. It also established an annual Forum on Business and Human Rights, under the guidance of the Working Group, to facilitate dialogue and exchange on implementation of the Guiding Principles, as well as on issues of business and human rights generally. The Council also made clear that its endorsement of the Guiding Principles by no means closed the door on further initiatives.

Assisted by the Office of the UN High Commissioner for Human Rights, the expert Working Group has since 2011 conducted studies and consultations, and issued reports and recommendations. The Working Group has particularly encouraged States to adopt National Action Plans to implement the Guiding Principles. It has published a set of guidelines, both for the content of plans and for the process by which plans are adopted. Beginning in 2013, several States have adopted National Action Plans, and a dozen or so additional national plans are currently in preparation (including in the US). The UN Guiding Principles emphasize that States have a critical role to play and can use a “smart mix” of measures – national and international, mandatory and voluntary – to foster business respect for human rights. Companies, too, have made progress in adopting human rights policies, strengthening due diligence processes, and in other aspects of implementing the Guiding Principles. The legal profession has also been active in promoting the Guiding Principles.

---

28 Id., par. 6.
29 Id., par. 12.
30 As aptly summarized by the International Commission of Jurists, the Resolution “notes that the Guiding Principles were adopted without prejudice to ‘any future initiatives, such as a relevant, comprehensive international framework’. [The Resolution] also states that adoption of the Guiding Principles did ‘not foreclose any other long-term development, including further enhancement of standards’ …, and requested the new Working Group … to: ‘continue to explore options and make recommendations at the national, regional and international levels for enhancing access to effective remedies …’” International Commission of Jurists, Needs and Options for a New International Instrument in the Field of Business and Human Rights, June 2014 (hereafter “ICJ Report”), p. 5.
34 UN Guiding Principles, note 25 above at ¶3.
D. Debate Over a Treaty on Business and Human Rights

Frustration, however, remains. Many human rights groups report that, on the ground, not much has improved since the adoption of the Guiding Principles. And there is widespread recognition that Pillar Three of the Guiding Principles – access to effective judicial and non-judicial remedies – does not seem to have made meaningful progress. Daunting legal and practical obstacles continue to thwart access to justice for parties adversely affected by corporate involvement in human rights abuses, especially in the transnational context. Indeed, in some respects, notably in the United States and the United Kingdom, access to judicial remedies for human rights violations involving business has actually been limited since the adoption of the Guiding Principles.

By 2013 a debate was well underway among governments and within the human rights community. Some argued that the Guiding Principles were still quite new and growing in impact, and that all stakeholders needed more time to implement them more fully. Others contended that the Guiding Principles were in any event too weak to overcome what they perceived as business resistance to accountability, and that more time would only prolong their ineffectiveness. In their view, a more effective, “hard law” tool was needed.

In September 2013 Ecuador, claiming the support of some 85 countries, urged the UN Human Rights Council to take up the issue of a legally binding treaty on business and human rights. In November 2013, civil society groups meeting in Bangkok, Thailand issued a Joint

---


36 See section V.G below.


39 In the United States, the Supreme Court in 2013 ruled that overseas human rights violations may not be litigated in federal courts under the Alien Tort Statute except where they sufficiently “touch and concern” the US. Kiobel v. Royal Dutch Petroleum, 133 S. Ct. 1659 (2013). Cutbacks in UK legal aid funding likewise threaten the ability of British law firms to pursue overseas human rights violations. See Michael Goldhaber, Corporate Human Rights Litigation in Non-U.S. Courts: A Comparative Scorecard, 3 UC IRVINE L REV 127, 133-34 (2013).

40 For a wide-ranging analysis of whether a treaty is needed, see ICJ Report, note 30 above, especially pp. 15-33.

Statement echoing the call. More than 600 civil society groups have now reportedly joined the call for a legally binding treaty.

In June 2014, as noted above, the UN Human Rights Council decided to establish an Intergovernmental Working Group “to elaborate an international legally binding instrument to regulate, in international human rights law, the activities of transnational corporations and other business enterprises.”

Led by Ecuador and South Africa, the initiative was supported by a plurality of only 20 of the 47 member States of the Council. Fourteen States opposed and thirteen abstained. There was a notable geopolitical and geo-economic pattern in the vote. All States voting in favor were from Africa or Asia, except for Cuba, Ecuador, Russia and Venezuela. The opposing States included all European States on the Council (except Russia), plus the US, UK, Japan and the Republic of Korea. The abstentions included four major Latin American economies (Argentina, Brazil, Mexico and Peru), three African States, three Gulf States and one Asian State.

Opposition by the US, UK and European Union States was intense. Not only did they vote against the resolution, they stated that they would refuse to participate in the Intergovernmental Working Group. The US objected on multiple grounds, arguing that:

- A treaty negotiating process “will unduly polarize these issues.”
- States have not had enough time to implement the Guiding Principles, which have already made a meaningful difference, but which will now be undermined by this “competing initiative.”
- A one-size-fits-all instrument is not the right approach to the complexities of regulating business.
- In contrast to the global applicability of the Guiding Principles, a treaty would bind only states that become party to it.
- An “intergovernmental” working group will not benefit from participation by key stakeholders, including business.
- There are practical questions about how an international binding instrument would apply to corporations, which, the US contended, are not subjects of international law; yet one of the sponsors proposes to impose legal obligations directly on businesses.

---

42 People’s Forum on Human Rights and Business, Bangkok, Nov.5-7, 2013, Joint Statement: Call for an international legally binding instrument on human rights, transnational corporations and other business enterprises.
44 UN HRC Res. 26/9, 26 June 2014, par. 9.
• The resolution seeks to regulate certain businesses and not others.  

This last objection – that the treaty might regulate some businesses and not others – refers to a footnote in the preamble to the resolution. The resolution proposes a treaty to regulate “transnational corporations and other business enterprises.” Yet the preambular footnote explains that the phrase, “other business enterprises,” denotes “all business enterprises that have a transnational character in their operational activities, and does not apply to local businesses registered in terms of relevant domestic law.” This seems to exclude any business other than transnational corporations from the scope of any treaty. (This apparent narrowing of focus from the broader Guiding Principles will be further discussed in Part V below.)

That issue was among those addressed by John Ruggie in a September 2014 commentary. Cautioning against the legal and political difficulties inherent in negotiating a treaty on business and human rights, he urged the sponsors to pursue a treaty that would cover “other business enterprises” as well as transnational corporations; to appoint a prominent and consensus-seeking chair for the Intergovernmental Working Group; to ensure that the drafting process is broadly inclusive of outside voices, including business; to conduct basic legal research early in the process, including on corporate law and international investment law; and to step up efforts to implement the UN Guiding Principles during the predictably lengthy period of treaty negotiations. A variety of commentators have begun to argue about the merits of a treaty, with experts lining up on both sides of the debate.

In subsequent remarks at the UN Forum on Business and Human Rights in Geneva in December 2014, Ruggie noted that the politics of imposing treaty obligations on transnational corporations are becoming ever more challenging. He pointed out that transnational companies from the global South – from countries like Brazil, China, India and South Africa – have become the world’s largest in industries like oil, electronics and beer. He reiterated his earlier calls that any treaty should focus on corporate involvement in “gross” human rights abuses.

In that same Forum, Ecuador’s newly named Ambassador to the UN in Geneva, María Fernanda Espinosa, announced that the first meeting of the Intergovernmental Working Group will take place in Geneva in July 2015. She stated further that civil society would be welcome to attend, that a treaty should not be limited to transnational corporations, and that Ecuador and South Africa welcomed submissions beforehand from all interested parties. In response to this and other statements, an EU representative seemed to leave open whether the EU might

48 Personal notes of one of the present authors, who attended the presentation by Ambassador Espinosa.
participate after all in the Intergovernmental Working Group. It is unclear at this writing how the business community will participate in the negotiation process. It appears that a joint set of comments will soon be submitted to the UN by a coalition of global business organizations.

E. Continued Implementation of UN Guiding Principles

Meanwhile, the process of implementing the UN Guiding Principles continues. In June 2014, one day after voting on the controversial resolution on a treaty, the Council adopted a second resolution by consensus. This resolution:

- Extends the mandate of the expert Working Group,
- Urges States to adopt National Action Plans or similar frameworks,
- Calls upon “all business enterprises to meet their responsibility to respect human rights in accordance with the Guiding Principles,”
- Asks the UN High Commissioner on Human Rights to continue “work to facilitate the sharing and exploration of the full range of legal options and practical measures to improve access to remedy for victims of business-related human rights abuses, in collaboration with the Working Group,” and
- Continues the annual Forum on Business and Human Rights.

In 2013 the United Kingdom became the first country to publish a National Action Plan. One year later President Obama announced that the United States would launch a process to develop a National Action Plan for responsible business conduct, consistent with the UN Guiding Principles and other international instruments. The US process is underway during

---

49 Id.
50 On May 4, 2015, the International Organization of Employers (“IOE”) circulated to other business groups for comment a draft set of observations on the treaty process, proposed to be submitted by the IOE, together with the Business & Industry Advisory Committee to the OECD, International Chamber of Commerce, International Petroleum Industry Environmental Conservation Association, and the World Business Council for Sustainable Development. Posted excerpts from their initial draft stated that “the UN treaty process must not undermine the ongoing implementation of the UN Guiding Principles...The UN treaty process should address all companies, not only multinationals...A potential UN treaty process should build on the UN "protect – respect - remedy" framework...The UN treaty process should be inclusive...” (Accessible at http://business-humanrights.org/en/business-organizations-call-for-comments-on-draft-observations-on-un-business-human-rights-treaty-process-22-may.)
52 The annual Forum on Business and Human Rights is scheduled to take place in Geneva November 16-18, 2015.
2015, with various stakeholder forums being held throughout the country.\textsuperscript{55} The US initiative addresses not only human rights, but such other issues as anti-corruption and financial transparency.

This, then, is the state of play as we write this analysis of treaty issues and options in May 2015.

\section*{III. EXISTING INTERNATIONAL LEGAL OBLIGATIONS OF BUSINESS WITH RESPECT TO HUMAN RIGHTS}

At present there is no comprehensive global treaty on business and human rights. Nor do the UN Guiding Principles impose new or additional obligations under international law.\textsuperscript{56}

That does not mean that there are no current international laws imposing human rights obligations on business corporations or business executives. Such laws exist. But their coverage is scattered, often indirect, and incomplete.\textsuperscript{57}

Before illustrating such laws, it bears mentioning that the modern human rights project, while State-centered, has never been exclusively so. The foundational document of international human rights law is the 1948 Universal Declaration of Human Rights. Its prefatory clause proclaims the Declaration as a “common standard of achievement for all peoples and all nations, to the end that every individual and every organ of society, keeping this Declaration constantly in mind, shall strive by teaching and education to promote respect for these rights and freedoms and by progressive measures, national and international, to secure their universal and effective recognition and observance, …” (Emphasis added.)

Business corporations are, of course, among the “organs of society” thus exhorted, not only to respect human rights, but also to promote respect for human rights and by progressive measures to secure their effective observance.

But the prefatory clause of a General Assembly Declaration is not law. What international legal obligations do business corporations and their executives have to respect human rights?

Most of these obligations are indirect: international law obligates States to use their domestic laws and institutions to protect the human rights of persons within their jurisdiction,

\textsuperscript{55} See generally \url{http://www.humanrights.gov/dyn/2015/usg-national-action-plan-on-responsible-business-conduct/}.

\textsuperscript{56} “The Guiding Principles’ normative contribution lies not in the creation of new international law obligations but in elaborating the implications of existing standards and practices for States and businesses; …” \textit{Introduction to the Guiding Principles}, UN Doc. A/HRC/17/31, par. 14. “Nothing in these Guiding Principles should be read as creating new international law obligations, or as limiting or undermining any legal obligations a State may have undertaken or be subject to under international law with regard to human rights.” Guiding Principles, \textit{General Principles} (preceeding Guiding Principle 1).

\textsuperscript{57} See generally \textit{ICJ Report}, note 30 above, pp. 9-33.
including from violations by third parties.⁵⁸ States must require third parties, including business, to refrain from harming people. In some instances State obligations to safeguard human rights also obligate States to require business to take positive steps to protect rights, whether by properly training private security forces, providing safe factories and workplaces, or paying workers a minimum wage.

These State duties derive in part from general human rights treaties joined by States. In the words of Pillar One of the Guiding Principles, existing international law imposes on States a “duty to protect” persons within their jurisdiction from human rights violations committed by business. Wide-ranging global and regional human rights treaties require States Parties to “ensure,”⁵⁹ “secure,”⁶⁰ or “recognize” human rights,⁶¹ and to take measures to give effect to the rights.⁶² These commitments require States to take reasonable measures to prevent human rights violations, by granting State institutions the necessary powers and by using “all those means of a legal, political, administrative and cultural nature” necessary to prevent violations; to investigate, prosecute, punish, and provide reparations for violations; and, where possible, to restore rights that have been violated.⁶³

⁶² ICPR, art. 2.2 (“Where not already provided for by existing legislative or other measures, each State Party … undertakes to take the necessary steps, in accordance with its constitutional processes and with the provisions of the present Covenant, to adopt such laws or other measures as may be necessary to give effect to the rights …”).
⁶³ American Convention, art. 2: (“Where the exercise of any of the rights or freedoms … is not already ensured by legislative or other provisions, the States Parties undertake to adopt, in accordance with their constitutional processes and the provisions of this Convention, such legislative or other measures as may be necessary to give effect to those rights or freedoms.”); African Charter, art. 1 (States shall recognize rights “and shall undertake to adopt legislative or other measures to give effect to them.”)


As broadly explained by the Inter-American Court in Velásquez Rodríguez, the State duty to ensure rights “implies the duty of the States Parties to organize the governmental apparatus and, in general, all the structures through which public power is exercised, so that they are capable of juridically ensuring the free and full enjoyment of human rights. … [T]he States must prevent, investigate and punish any violation of the rights recognized by the Convention and, moreover, if possible attempt to restore the right violated and provide compensation as warranted for damages resulting from the violation.”

Furthermore: “The State has a legal duty to take reasonable steps to prevent human rights violations and to use the means at its disposal to carry out a serious investigation of violations committed within its jurisdiction, to identify those responsible, to impose the appropriate punishment and to ensure the victim adequate compensation.” (Par. 174.) “This duty to prevent includes all those means of a legal, political, administrative and cultural nature that promote the protection of human rights and ensure that any violations are considered and treated as illegal acts, which, as such, may lead to the punishment of those responsible and the obligation to indemnify the victims for damages.” (Par. 175.)
In addition, International Labour Organisation (“ILO”) treaties require States to legislate and enforce minimum wages, maximum hours, safe working conditions, freedom of association, and so on. While these laws are formally directed at States, the real objects of regulation, albeit indirectly, are business corporations.

For several reasons, these existing international laws are not adequate to ensure business respect for human rights. Not all general human rights or ILO treaties are universally ratified; these treaties simply do not bind some States. While general human rights treaties impose obligations on States, they lack specificity as to the scope of the duties States must impose on companies. In contrast, ILO treaties are specific, but limited in scope to particular labor rights and violations.

And in any case, States may lack the will or capacity to carry out even those specific commitments by which they have agreed to be bound. Many of these treaties lack any mechanism to require a State to live up to its commitments, outside of public reporting of State performance to a United Nations or relevant international body. For all these reasons, business may avoid accountability because States have not fully implemented their own duties with respect to human rights. Transnational businesses may also have different obligations depending on where they operate – at times working in States that do not have the will or ability to fulfill treaty commitments.

Another category of international laws bearing on business and human rights is international criminal law for heinous offenses such as genocide, war crimes, crimes against humanity, slavery or forced labor, human trafficking, and sexual exploitation of children, all of which in certain circumstances can be committed by non-State actors. Several international treaties explicitly require States to impose legal liability on “legal persons,” such as business corporations, for involvement in international crimes.

---

64 See section IV.B (5) below.
65 Id.
66 Id.
However, these “worst of the worst” human rights violations are limited to the most purposeful and gross violations of human rights. A gold mine or oil pipeline that poisons the local water supply, for example, may violate the human rights to life, health and clean water, but absent proof of malicious intent—a difficult element to prove in any case—would not likely rise to the level of one of these “gross” and criminal violations. Some states have domestic criminal legislation that theoretically permits the prosecution of legal persons for international crimes. This has arisen in part because States that are party to the Rome Statute of the International Criminal Court agreed to amend their own criminal laws to allow for prosecutions at the domestic level. A number of these jurisdictions allow for prosecution of corporations as well as natural persons.  

A new Protocol to the African Court of Justice and Human Rights broadens the list of international crimes which corporations might commit, and makes clear that corporations can be criminally liable for these crimes. (See section IV.B (5) below.) But this Protocol has not yet entered into force, its application is untested, and in any event it will apply only in Africa.

Existing international law, then, is uneven and extremely limited in practice in its application to business violations of human rights. Nonetheless, it demonstrates that there is no blanket jurisprudential impediment to using international treaty law to protect human rights from violations or complicity by business. This is true whether the international law is applied indirectly through States, or directly to business executives or, where national laws permit, directly to business corporations.

IV. TREATY OPTIONS

At this early stage there is a wide range of possibilities for the form and content of a possible treaty on business and human rights. The mandate of the Inter-Governmental Working Group is no more specific than “to elaborate an international legally binding instrument to regulate, in international human rights law, the activities of transnational corporations and other business enterprises.”

The negotiation process could lead to an instrument ranging from a comparatively weak or minimalist treaty, one that would simply mandate public reporting on human rights by large public companies (as recently required in Europe by the European Union as part of its non-

---


72 See section IV.A (5) below.

73 See section V.F below.

74 UN HRC Res. 26/9, 26 June 2014, par. 9.
financial reporting rules),\textsuperscript{75} to a strong treaty that provides for both civil and criminal remedies, in both national and international courts, for human rights violations committed by corporations.

The global coalition of NGO’s calling for a treaty, as well as the lead governmental sponsor (Ecuador), advocate a treaty that comes closer to the “hard” end of the spectrum. The November 2013 NGO Joint Statement calls for a treaty that, among other things, requires States Parties to provide for:

“c) … legal liability for business enterprises for acts or omissions that infringe human rights;” \textsuperscript{[and]}

“d) … access to an effective remedy by any State concerned, including access to justice for foreign victims that suffered harm from acts or omissions of a business enterprise in situations where there are bases for the States involved to exercise their territorial or extraterritorial protect- obligations.”\textsuperscript{76} (emphasis added)

In addition, the NGO’s call for a treaty that “[p]rovides for an international monitoring and accountability mechanism.”\textsuperscript{77}

Similarly, Ecuador’s Foreign Minister has written that the proposed treaty “would move the world to a legal framework that holds transnational corporations accountable for their human rights violations. It will provide legal protections and effective remedies, as well as create an important role for civil society actors in promoting corporate accountability …”\textsuperscript{78}

On the other hand, it is by no means clear that any treaty that ultimately emerges from a UN drafting process will meet these objectives. In between the extremes of a strong treaty and no treaty, there is a wide range of possible outcomes of a drafting process. There is also the possibility that there might be more than one treaty, or that a treaty or treaties would address specific sectors.\textsuperscript{79}

In this section we do not attempt to catalogue them all; there are simply too many options. Instead we merely outline illustrative options, each modeled partly on existing global or regional instruments binding States in regard to human rights or related fields, such as anti-

\textsuperscript{75} Council of the European Union, Press Release, \textit{New transparency rules on social responsibility for big companies}, Sept. 29, 2014. The new rules will apply only to large public-interest companies with more than 500 employees and a balance sheet of $25.3 million and higher, or a net turnover of $50.7 million or more.

\textsuperscript{76} People’s Forum on Human Rights and Business, Bangkok, Nov.5-7, 2013, \textit{Joint Statement: Call for an international legally binding instrument on human rights, transnational corporations and other business enterprises}, Par. 1 (c) and (d).

\textsuperscript{77} \textit{Id.}, par. 1 (e).


\textsuperscript{79} The Human Rights Council Resolution establishes the Intergovernmental Working Group on “a” legally binding instrument, for the purpose of elaborating “an” international legally binding instrument. UN HRC Res. 26/9, 26 June 2014, \textit{Elaboration of an international legally binding instrument on transnational corporations and other business enterprises with respect to human rights}, par. 1. Hence it appears that further HRC authority might be needed for the Working Group to elaborate more than one treaty.
corruption and environmental law. Each of these potential templates is either widely ratified or recently adopted. Thus there is reason to believe that their form, at least, may be generally acceptable to States.

In all these examples, references to “corporations” or “companies” refer to “transnational corporations and other business enterprises,” the phrase used in all the Human Rights Council resolutions of the last decade relating to business and human rights. Key conceptual issues that arise from the various treaty options, including from this very phrase, are addressed in section V, following the catalogue of illustrative treaty options in this Part IV.

A treaty specifying business responsibilities could either be a new, freestanding instrument, or might be crafted as an additional protocol to an existing treaty imposing human rights obligations on States.

For clarity, our listing is organized in two broad categories: treaties mandating mainly national action (Part A below); and treaties establishing international enforcement machinery (Part B below). (A treaty could of course mandate both.) Within each category, the listing proceeds, roughly speaking, from relatively “weak” to relatively “hard” treaty options.

A third category involves “policy coherence” treaties, by which States would review and amend their laws and international agreements concerning business to ensure consistency with the State duty to protect human rights (Part C below). A final category refers to treaties for particular business sectors or for certain kinds of human rights violations (Part D below).

Finally, it should be noted that nothing in the UN treaty process precludes States or regional organizations from proceeding with national or regional laws, treaties and other initiatives on business and human rights.

A. National Action Treaties:

1. Business Reporting:

A treaty might simply require all or some corporations to report publicly on their human rights policies, risks, outcomes and indicators, perhaps using the “comply or explain” approach of some recent reporting regulations. For example, in October 2014 the European Union issued a Directive requiring some 6000 “public interest” companies in the EU, having more than 500 employees and a balance sheet of $25.3 million and higher, or a net turnover of $50.7 million or more annually, to disclose certain “non-financial and diversity information.” Public interest companies are publicly listed companies of “significant public relevance” because of the nature of their business, size or corporate status.

---

80 For further analysis, see ICJ Report, note 30 above, pp. 34-43.
81 The NGO Joint Statement on a treaty specifically calls on States to “monitor and regulate” business enterprises and to provide for their “legal liability” and for an “effective remedy,” but only generally calls for an undefined “international monitoring and accountability mechanism.” Joint Statement, note 42 above.
Under these new rules, large public companies will have to report certain non-financial information: “as a minimum, environmental, social and employee matters, respect for human rights, anti-corruption and bribery matters.” Companies can avoid reporting on one or more of these issues if they do not pursue policies on those issues and provide a “clear and reasoned” explanation of this choice.

In addition to a brief description of their business models, companies will generally be required to report on:

- **Policies and Processes**: their policies regarding human rights (and related matters), including their due diligence processes;
- **Outcomes**: the outcomes of their policies;
- **Risks**: “the principal risks related to those matters linked to the group's operations including, where relevant and proportionate, its business relationships, products or services which are likely to cause adverse impacts in those areas, and how the group manages those risks;” and
- **Indicators**: key human rights (and related) “performance indicators” relevant to the company’s business. 83

EU member States will be allowed two years to incorporate the requirements of the Directive into their domestic laws. The methods of enforcement of the EU reporting obligations and independent verification of corporate reports are left to member State discretion. As is often true of EU directives, this may create inconsistencies in the application of these rules, and possibly a lack of “teeth” if companies fail to comply.

One approach to a UN treaty would be to adopt this existing EU reporting requirement, or a similar one, for States worldwide which choose to join the UN treaty, either as the entire UN treaty or as a component of a broader UN treaty.

One advantage of such an approach is that the 28 EU member States, already bound by the reporting requirement, and perhaps the current six EU candidate countries, might readily join a UN treaty obligating them to do what they are already bound to do. This might encourage wider ratification of the treaty by other States. A disadvantage, if the UN treaty were to go no further than a business-reporting requirement, is that it would not meet the stated objectives of the principal proponents of a treaty, in terms of access to effective remedy and corporate liability. It would still, however, facilitate a minimum baseline of information, providing potential transparency and access to information.

2. **National Planning:**

The UN Human Rights Council has encouraged all States to adopt National Action Plans to implement the UN Guiding Principles on Human Rights.\(^84\) To date only a handful of States have done so, including the United Kingdom, although another dozen or more are currently in the process of developing Plans,\(^85\) including the United States.\(^86\) In addition, the UN Working Group on Business and Human Rights has published detailed guidance on both the content of National Action Plans and the process by which they should be developed.\(^87\)

In view of the limited number of States that have initiated planning processes to date, one form of treaty might require all States Parties to do so, and encourage international cooperation in developing plans and sharing best practices. The treaty might even require States to adopt, or at least encourage them to take into account, some or all elements of the Working Group’s Guidance on plans.\(^88\) The Working Group’s Guidance focuses on Pillar I and the State Duty to Protect, and provides a non-exhaustive list of issues that States should evaluate and act on – focusing on how States can use a smart mix of voluntary and regulatory measures to ensure that companies within their jurisdiction respect human rights, and also that victims have better access to remedies.\(^89\) This might constitute either the entirety of a treaty, or one component of a broader treaty.

One advantage of such an approach would be to make clear that the treaty will reinforce, rather than detract from, implementation of the UN Guiding Principles. A disadvantage is that, by itself, it would not meet the objectives of the principal proponents of a treaty, since a focus on National Action Plans emphasizes national activity without international oversight or enforcement, as well as the potential for divergent approaches to what governments see as a common baseline for State action on business and human rights.

3. **Business Implementation of Guiding Principles:**

A treaty might mandate:

- States to carry out their duties under the UN Guiding Principles to “protect” human rights from violations by business or in which business is involved (“Pillar One” of the Guiding Principles), including with respect to extraterritorial operations of their businesses, to the extent jurisdictional bases exist under international law;\(^90\)

---

\(^{84}\) UN Human Rights Council, Res. 26/22, June 27, 2014, par. 2.


\(^{89}\) Id. at 17-36.

\(^{90}\) Id. at 17-36.

\(^{90}\) See section V.D below. The Commentary to Principle 2 of the UN Guiding Principles states: “At present States are not generally required under international human rights law to regulate the extraterritorial activities of businesses
• States to require all businesses, or all businesses above a certain size, to carry out their responsibility to “respect” human rights through adoption of human rights policies, due diligence processes, human rights conditions in their supply chain contracts, and remediation mechanisms (“Pillars One and Two” of the Guiding Principles); and

• States and business to address their judicial and non-judicial remediation responsibilities (“Pillar Three” of the Guiding Principles), either through taking certain specified measures, or through review processes designed to assure that victims have access to effective remedies.

An advantage of this approach is that it would encourage effective implementation of the UN Guiding Principles, whose basic content is already widely approved (albeit in “soft law” form). This approach is related to the National Action Plan option outlined above, but goes further in specifying the concrete actions that States must take to fulfill their treaty obligations. Implementation might be facilitated by templates for business reporting on implementation of the Guiding Principles, such as the UN Guiding Principles Reporting Framework recently developed by Shift and Mazars for the Human Rights Reporting and Assurance Frameworks Initiative (RAFI).91

Some of the same challenges exist, however, as with the prior National Action Plan option. A difficulty is that much of the language of the Guiding Principles, and of their accompanying commentary, is purposefully vague and flexible. On some points, then, the treaty language would need either to be made more precise, thereby triggering more extended negotiations and perhaps ultimate rejection, or to be “soft,” requiring States and business, for example, to “take into account” certain of their obligations and responsibilities, or to demonstrate that they have given them “due consideration,” even while other obligations (especially State obligations under existing human rights treaties) might be clearly stated and mandated.

One possible approach for such a treaty would be for States Parties to adopt mandatory “due diligence” requirements for their companies in regard to their global supply chains, similar to the bill recently approved by the French National Assembly,92 and as encouraged by a recent resolution of the European Parliament.93 The French bill, which many observers expect to be enacted into law in 2015, would make “French companies employing 5,000 employees or more domestically or 10,000 employees or more internationally ... responsible for domiciled in their territory and/or jurisdiction. Nor are they generally prohibited from doing so, provided there is a recognized jurisdictional basis.”

developing and publishing due diligence plans for human rights, and environmental and social risks. Failure to do so could result in fines of up to 10 million euros." ⁹⁴

In a resolution adopted shortly after the French bill, the European Parliament “consider[ed] that new EU legislation is necessary to create a legal obligation of due diligence for EU companies outsourcing production to third countries, including measures to secure traceability and transparency, in line with the UN Guiding Principles on Business and Human Rights and the OECD MNE Guidelines.” ⁹⁵ Although this Resolution does not by itself mandate EU due diligence legislation, it may well lead to such legislation because the OECD Guidelines on Multinational Enterprises, discussed below, include a component on human rights due diligence. ⁹⁶

In Switzerland, a bill to mandate due diligence was narrowly defeated in Parliament, but an effort to mandate a binding public referendum is now underway. ⁹⁷

If a treaty were to commit States Parties to require human rights due diligence for businesses, or even compliance with all three pillars of the Guiding Principles more generally, consideration might also be given to whether good faith, demonstrated compliance with the Guiding Principles (or due diligence) might be deemed a defense to, or at least a proportional mitigation of, criminal or civil liability. Such a provision could give business a strong incentive to comply with the Guiding Principles or to exercise due diligence, without depriving victims of a remedy for serious violations of human rights.

The US Federal Sentencing Guidelines provide a relevant example in the area of anti-corruption. Courts and the US Department of Justice take certain factors into consideration when assessing criminal fines for companies prosecuted under the U.S. Foreign Corrupt Practices Act: ⁹⁸

- whether high-level personnel were involved in or condoned the conduct,
- whether the organization had a pre-existing compliance and ethics program,
- voluntary disclosure,

---

⁹⁴ Roel Nieuwenkamp, *Legislation on responsible business conduct must reinforce the wheel, not reinvent it*, 15 April 2015, accessible at [http://oecdinsights.org/2015/04/15/legislation-on-responsible-business-conduct-must-reinforce-the-wheel-not-reinvent-it/](http://oecdinsights.org/2015/04/15/legislation-on-responsible-business-conduct-must-reinforce-the-wheel-not-reinvent-it/). Mr. Nieuwenkamp is Chair of the OED Working Party on Responsible Business Conduct. (The quoted language in text above is from his commentary, not from the original French text of the bill.)

⁹⁵ European Parliament Resolution, note 93 above, par. 23.


⁹⁷ The Swiss motion, proposing mandatory human rights and environmental due diligence for Swiss corporations, was defeated by a vote of 95-86. Nieuwenkamp, note 94 above. In response, the Swiss Coalition for Corporate Justice has begun collecting signatures for a popular initiative on the same topic. If they gather 100,000 signatures in 18 months, the measure will be put to a binding public referendum. [http://www.corporatejustice.ch/en/](http://www.corporatejustice.ch/en/).

- cooperation, and
- acceptance of responsibility.

United Kingdom anti-bribery law provides an example of due diligence as defense. The fact that companies took “adequate procedures” to prevent bribery in their operations is a defense to a charge of a company’s failure to prevent bribery under the UK Bribery Act of 2010.99

Like the reporting and planning approaches outlined above, this approach to a treaty has the disadvantage that it does not meet all the objectives of the principal proponents of a treaty.100 However, if suitable treaty language could be found, it might be acceptable to a broad range of States as a stand-alone treaty. Alternatively, it could be one component of a broader treaty.

4. Framework Treaty:

One way to implement the UN Guiding Principles (or other basic principles on business and human rights) could be a treaty designed to set in motion an ongoing process of review and elaboration of additional standards over time. That could be the result of initially adopting a generally worded, “framework” treaty, committing States Parties only to broad principles, later to be supplemented by more specified duties, through additional protocols or actions, based on review of state practice over time.

An example of such an approach is the universally ratified international legal regime on the ozone layer in the atmosphere.101 The regime began with the 1985 Vienna Convention for the Protection of the Ozone Layer.102 The initial commitments of States Parties were extremely general and flexible: “to take appropriate measures in accordance with the provisions of this Convention and of those protocols in force to which they are party,” and to “[c]o-operate in the formulation of agreed measures, procedures and standards for the implementation of this Convention, with a view to the adoption of protocols and annexes …”103

As scientific analysis of ozone depletion progressed, the States Parties agreed to adopt more specific measures in the 1987 Montreal Protocol on Substances that Deplete the Ozone Layer.104 In addition, States included in the Montreal Protocol a “unique adjustment provision”: Parties agreed to respond swiftly to new scientific information and to accelerate reductions of chemicals covered by the Convention as needed, by means of adjustments that would be “automatically applicable to all countries that ratified the Protocol.” Since its initial adoption,
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100 But it may meet some objectives of some proponents. The Secretary General of Amnesty International recently wrote, “A treaty should require each state to pass laws to make corporate human rights due diligence mandatory, …” Salil Shetty, Corporations have rights. Now we need a global treaty on their responsibilities, GUARDIAN (UK), 22 January 2015.
103 Vienna Convention, arts. 1 and 2.c.
the Montreal Protocol has thus been modified six times, without the need to adopt a new treaty or protocol on each occasion.\textsuperscript{105}

The main advantage of initially adopting a “framework” treaty like the Vienna Convention for business and human rights is that it might swiftly secure broad agreement by States. Its general principles could be taken from the already widely supported UN Guiding Principles. More difficult or specific issues could then be deferred to future protocols, without holding up the entire negotiating process (possibly for years), or limiting the number of Parties to an eventual treaty to only the most supportive States. The European Convention on Human Rights, for example, has been supplemented with 15 additional protocols (plus two more that are pending ratifications), giving rise to new State obligations as consensus emerged on different human rights.\textsuperscript{106}

Future protocols to a framework business and human rights treaty might provide for supplemental commitments which States will then be asked to ratify. The treaty might even provide for automatic adjustments, based on review of experience in implementing the framework principles, whenever agreement is reached by States Parties, as in the Montreal Protocol. (However, automatic adjustments of business responsibilities might not be as easily crafted or agreed as additional restrictions on chemicals affecting the ozone layer.)

The main disadvantage of such a “framework” approach is that it would not initially be likely to achieve what treaty proponents principally seek: legally enforceable corporate accountability, and access of victims to effective remedies. Proponents might well doubt whether, after adoption of a framework convention, any future protocols or adjustments would likely be adopted. On the other hand, early agreement on a framework treaty might create positive momentum that could ease the way for further negotiations on more challenging issues.

5. \textit{National Criminalization and International Cooperation:}

A treaty might specify certain internationally recognized crimes against human rights, and require States to prosecute corporations and corporate executives and to cooperate with each other in doing so.

The form of such a treaty could be modeled on the OECD \textit{Convention on Combating Bribery of Foreign Public Officials in International Business Transactions},\textsuperscript{107} which has been joined by all 34 OECD member States (including the US and the UK), as well as seven other States.\textsuperscript{108} The Convention requires States to criminalize bribery of foreign public officials, as well as complicity in such bribery.\textsuperscript{109} Where State legal systems do not permit criminal prosecutions of legal persons such as corporations, the Convention requires States Parties to

\begin{footnotesize}
\begin{itemize}
\item[105] The foregoing information and quoted language are taken from the web site of the UN Environment Programme, Ozone Secretariat, \url{http://ozone.unep.org/new_site/en/montreal_protocol.php} (as of May 19, 2015).
\item[106] See table at \url{http://conventions.coe.int/Treaty/Commun/ListeTraites.asp?CM=8&CL=ENG}
\item[108] See \url{http://www.oecd.org/corruption/oecdartiberyconvention.htm}.
\item[109] Convention, arts. 1.1 and 1.2.
\end{itemize}
\end{footnotesize}
“ensure that legal persons shall be subject to effective, proportionate and dissuasive non-criminal sanctions, including monetary sanctions, for bribery of foreign public officials.”

International cooperation in enforcement is required through mutual legal assistance, extradition, and cooperation on monitoring through the OECD Working Group on Bribery in International Business Transactions (“the OECD Working Group”), composed of experts of States Parties to the Convention.

The OECD uses two tools -- monitoring and peer pressure – to ensure implementation and enforcement of the Convention. The OECD Working Group examines and evaluates through a rigorous monitoring mechanism a Party’s efforts to live up to its anti-bribery obligations. After the initial assessment of a State’s legislation for conformity with the Convention, the second phase of the monitoring process examines the structures in place to enforce the laws.

The systematic examination and assessment of a State’s performance by peers result in recommendations for concrete anti-bribery actions by the examined country. In addition, the Working Group, at its regular meetings, conducts a “tour de table” exercise as a unique mechanism to report about latest developments, both in legislation and in enforcement actions and to hold States responsible for reporting on their actions to their peers.

A treaty on business and human rights could similarly require States to criminalize and cooperate in prosecuting corporations and corporate executives who commit or are complicit in such crimes against human rights as genocide, crimes against humanity, war crimes, torture, forced labor, and other defined international crimes (human trafficking is already the subject of a similar convention).

An advantage of this approach is that, in the corruption context, its form has already been accepted, not only by OECD States, but also by most States through the UN Convention against Corruption (see below). Nor, in a sense, would the substance be new: many international crimes against human rights are already defined by international law and widely recognized as such by States. In those two senses, there would be “nothing new” conceptually about such a treaty – even though, in practice, domestic criminalization by States of international human rights crimes
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110 Convention, art. 3.2.
111 Convention, arts. 9, 10 and 12.
112 http://www.oecd.org/daf/anti-bribery/countrymonitoringoftheoecdanti-briberyconvention.htm
113 OECD, “OECD Fights Foreign Bribery”.
114 John Ruggie recently suggested that “one obvious focus” for a treaty “would be the worst of the worst: business involvement in gross human rights abuses, such as genocide, extrajudicial killings, and slavery, as well as forced and bonded labor.” J. Ruggie, Quo Vadis? Unsolicited Advice to Business and Human Rights Treaty Sponsors, Institute for Human Rights and Business, Sept. 9, 2014, note 17, accessible at http://www.ihrb.org/commentary/quo-vadis-unsolicited-advice-business.html.

There are also disadvantages to the OECD model as a stand-alone approach. It would focus on negative sanctions as deterrents, rather than on more positive and broader forms of preventing human rights abuses. It would also be limited to serious human rights crimes (referred to by some as “gross” human rights abuses), rather than to the far broader range of human rights violations that are often important in the business context (\textit{e.g.}, routine labor rights violations such as wage theft or unpaid overtime, or failures by States to engage in processes to secure the free, prior, informed consent of indigenous communities about business projects affecting their lands).\footnote{\textit{E.g.}, \textit{United Nations Declaration on the Rights of Indigenous Peoples} (2007), arts. 19, 29.2 and 32.2; International Labour Organisation Convention No. 169, \textit{Indigenous and Tribal Peoples Convention}, 27 June 1989, entered into force, 5 Sept. 1991, arts. 6, 7.1, 15.2, 16.2, 17.2, 25.2, 27.1, 27.2, and 28.1.}

On the other hand, a treaty whose form is patterned on the OECD Convention need not be a stand-alone approach. It could be incorporated in a broader treaty. Indeed, in the corruption context, it already has been, as noted in the next section.

6. \textit{National Prevention, Sanctions and International Cooperation:}

The UN Convention against Corruption (“UNCAC”), adopted in 2003 and entered into force in 2005, now has 175 States Parties (including the US and the UK).\footnote{Adopted 31 Oct. 2003, 2349 U.N.T.S. 41, entered into force, 14 Dec. 2005. See ratification table at http://www.unodc.org/unodc/en/treaties/CAC/signatories.html.} It not only incorporates the OECD approach described in the previous section, it also has extensive provisions requiring States to seek to prevent corruption through policies, practices, periodic review, establishment of independent prevention bodies, reporting and international collaboration.\footnote{Convention, arts. 5, 6, 10, 12 and 14.}

The form of UNCAC has thus met nearly universal acceptance by States. More than the text of the OECD Convention, the UN Convention takes both a preventive and a punitive approach. UNCAC requires the criminalization of foreign bribery.\footnote{Convention, art. 16.} Like the OECD Convention, it covers complicity as well as direct commission of crimes,\footnote{Convention, art. 27.1.} and requires States to “establish the liability” of corporations for offenses under the Convention, whether that be criminal or, in States whose legal systems do not permit criminal prosecution of legal persons,
then “effective, proportionate and dissuasive” civil or administrative sanctions. UNCAC also requires States to provide victims of corruption access to civil damages.

UNCAC calls for peer review and also for monitoring of treaty implementation by an Assembly of States Parties. These are not as robust, however, as in the OECD Convention. The OECD Convention serves as a good example of the possible benefits of civil society participation, as reports and recommendations are made public, and private sector and civil society play an active role throughout each review phase of the convention’s monitoring mechanism. UNCAC provides for periodic review, but allows States Parties to choose whether to disclose the findings of any evaluation as well as their own self-assessment. An optional clause permits disputes between States over implementation of the UN Convention to be referred to the International Court of Justice.

Given the broad acceptance of the UNCAC, one might anticipate broad acceptance of its form as a model for a treaty on business and human rights. Preventive aspects of such a treaty might incorporate reporting requirements and references to the UN Guiding Principles (as discussed above). Controversy might arise over which international crimes against human rights should be included in the treaty. Because this form of treaty relies heavily on State implementation – where the political will or capacity to regulate business interests is often lacking – proponents of a treaty on business and human rights might object to the lack of binding international enforcement institutions and procedures.

7. National Civil Remedies:

In addition to national criminal enforcement as discussed in the preceding two sections, a treaty could require States to provide civil damages remedies for victims of human rights violations committed by business or in which business is complicit. National civil damages remedies are mandated, not only by UNCAC (as noted in the preceding section), but also, for example, by the UN Convention against Torture, a treaty joined by 158 States Parties (including the US and the UK). The Convention provides:

122 Convention, art. 26.
123 Article 35 states: “Each State Party shall take such measures as may be necessary, in accordance with principles of its domestic law, to ensure that entities or persons who have suffered damage as a result of an act of corruption have the right to initiate legal proceedings against those responsible for that damage in order to obtain compensation.”
124 Convention, art. 63.
126 Most governments have not made public their self-assessments, which provide the basis for the review, nor have most governments agreed to publish the full review report online. Only the executive summary must be published. UNCAC Article 13.
127 Convention, art. 66.
“Each State Party shall ensure in its legal system that the victim of an act of torture obtains redress and has an enforceable right to fair and adequate compensation, including the means for as full rehabilitation as possible.” (Art. 14.1.)

There would be important advantages in requiring a national civil damages remedy in a treaty. In principle, mandating national judicial (or non-judicial) damages remedies would be consistent with State obligations under Pillar Three of the Guiding Principles, while responding to demands of the main treaty proponents for remedies and accountability.

A bare mandate of civil remedies, however, is no guarantee that they will be effective. Experience has shown that theoretical access to justice (civil or criminal) is often thwarted in practice by legal barriers such as corporate veils and separate legal personality for parents and subsidiaries, limits on jurisdiction, and statutes of limitations, as well as practical barriers such as the high costs of litigation, the lack of legal aid or litigation funding for victims, and intimidation (or worse) of victims and witnesses. Some (but only some) of these issues are explored in section V below. If a treaty mandating national civil damages remedies is to be effective in practice, some way to address many of these thorny issues will have to be considered, either by addressing them in the treaty text, or by creating some institution or process to address them in future implementation of the treaty.

8. **Comprehensive National Protection:**

As set forth in section III above, general human rights treaties impose wide-ranging duties on States to protect persons subject to their jurisdiction from human rights violations, including violations committed by third parties. A treaty on business and human rights could make explicit what is already implicit: that States must carry out those wide-ranging obligations specifically to protect people from human rights violations in which business is involved.

An advantage of this approach would be breadth of coverage. A disadvantage, however, is the vagueness and ambiguity of the language of general State obligations to “ensure” respect for human rights. There is an argument, then, for coupling any such broad language with more specific State or business obligations, ranging from reporting and planning to civil and criminal liability, as outlined in the preceding sections.

---

B. **International Supervision Treaties:**

1. **State Reports to an International Body:**

   Twelve UN human rights treaties, several of which are widely ratified, as well as many ILO labor treaties, require States periodically to report on the progress they have made and obstacles they encounter in implementing their treaty obligations. States submit written reports to committees consisting of experts, elected in their individual capacities by States Parties, to oversee treaty implementation. Civil society submits “shadow reports” and otherwise engages in the review process. The expert committees then conduct “constructive dialogue” with States in public hearings, after which they issue “concluding observations” expressing concerns and making recommendations.

   The reporting process has been plagued by multiple, overlapping and burdensome State reporting obligations; State delays or failures to report; and, even so, delays and overwhelming burdens on UN treaty committees in reviewing reports. On the other hand, the reporting process provides an opportunity for periodic self-assessment by States, with participation by civil society in a relatively transparent process, and accountability in the form of publicized critiques and recommendations by expert, collectively independent bodies.

   On balance, State reporting might be deemed a useful component of a treaty on business and human rights. It could be combined with some requirement that States create and then implement National Action Plans as outlined in section IV.A.2 above. Reporting could relate to a State’s own progress with respect to its plans, for example. Any reporting commitment would likely need to be harmonized with other UN treaty reporting procedures.

2. **Individual Complaints to an International Treaty Body:**

   Optional clauses or protocols to at least eight core UN human rights treaties allow individuals to file complaints with the expert treaty bodies against States which agree to accept the procedure, once the complainants have exhausted domestic remedies or show good cause for failing to do so. The number of States agreeing to individual complaint procedures, while often significant, is generally far fewer than the number of States Parties to the treaty. For example, whereas the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights has 168 States
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131 E.g., ICPR, art. 40.1 (States Parties “undertake to submit reports on the measures they have adopted which give effect to the rights recognized herein and on the progress made in the enjoyment of those rights”).


133 See generally, e.g., UN G.A. Res. 68/268, Strengthening and enhancing the effective functioning of the human rights treaty body system, UN Doc. A/RES/68/268, 21 April 2014.

Parties, its First Optional Protocol, establishing its individual complaint procedure, has only 115 States Parties.

The complaints are generally processed with little transparency, without independent investigations by the committees, and without public or evidentiary hearings. They result in “observations” from the treaty bodies which many States regard as not legally binding, and which often yield no or only partial compliance.

Nonetheless human rights NGOs have waged campaigns to establish individual complaint procedures for treaties that did not originally allow them. The written complaint procedure may be far less expensive than full-blown judicial litigation; it may result in published committee findings that place pressure on States to provide relief to the victim and not infrequently lead to a constructive response; it may develop jurisprudence; and it may be used to bring illustrative cases exemplifying broader patterns of abuse by States.

In negotiating situations where large numbers of States are willing to accept normative and reporting obligations, but only smaller numbers are willing to accept individual complaint procedures, the optional mechanism allows a way to maximize the number of States Parties to the main treaty, while also creating an individual complaints procedure for those States willing (now or in the future) to accept them.

Especially if States are resistant to a treaty requiring some form of complaints procedure resulting in legally binding rulings, as in adjudication, arbitration or administrative decision, a non-binding mechanism may be better than no individual complaint mechanism at all. It may also provide a way to overcome the barriers of expense and inequality of arms that may make adjudication or arbitration difficult for victims to pursue in practice.

A threshold question is whether such a procedure would allow individual complaints to be filed against States, companies, or both. The answer might depend on the nature of the underlying substantive obligations imposed by the treaty, and on whether they mandate conduct by States, companies, or both.

OECD member States have already agreed to one form of complaint procedure, established as part of the OECD Guidelines for Multinational Enterprises. The OECD Guidelines are recommendations from governments to multinational enterprises operating in or from countries that are signatory to the Declaration on International Investment and Multinational Enterprises including the Guidelines. The OECD Guidelines provide guidance for responsible business conduct in areas such as: labor rights, human rights, environment, combating bribery, consumer protection competition, taxation, and intellectual property rights.
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137 In the context of individual complaints against States, human rights treaty bodies already address many human rights violations involving business. See ESCR-Net, Global Economy, Global Rights: A Practitioner’s Guide for Interpreting Human Rights Obligations in the Global Economy (2014). However, any resulting remedies are formally only against States, which may or may not implement them with regard to any businesses involved.
While the Guidelines are not legally binding on companies, OECD and signatory governments are required to ensure that they are implemented and observed. What distinguishes the OECD Guidelines from some other corporate responsibility instruments and mechanisms is their transnational nature, the fact that they are government-backed standards and that they have a dispute resolution mechanism for resolving conflicts regarding alleged corporate misconduct.

Governments that adhere to the Guidelines must establish a National Contact Point ("NCP") to handle complaints against companies that have allegedly failed to adhere to Guidelines’ standards. The ‘specific instance’ procedure – as the Guidelines’ complaint process is officially called – is meant to resolve disputes, primarily through mediation and conciliation, but also through other means. The dispute resolution procedure can be used by anyone who can demonstrate an “interest” (broadly defined) in the alleged violation.

Non-governmental organizations and trade unions from around the world have used the specific instance process to address adverse human rights impacts caused by alleged corporate misconduct. The OECD NCP system is one model of dispute resolution that could be expanded or used as a model for further consideration. It should be noted, however, that the effectiveness of NCP procedures varies among countries, and that some civil society actors have been sharply critical of NCP procedures as uneven and often ineffective.

3. International Civil Adjudication.

There are no UN or other global courts where victims of human rights violations can sue States for declaratory judgments and reparations. However, at the regional level, there are at least three such institutions: the European Court of Human Rights, which can issue legally binding judgments in human rights cases against all forty-seven member States of the Council of Europe; the Inter-American Court of Human Rights, which can issue legally binding judgments against the twenty OAS member States that accept its contentious jurisdiction; and the African Court of Human and Peoples’ Rights, which can issue legally binding judgments against the twenty-seven African States Parties to the Protocol establishing the Court. (Human rights complaints can also be brought against States before some courts at the sub-regional level.)

The jurisdiction of such international courts is generally considered subsidiary to that of national courts; cases may not be brought before the international courts until after remedies
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139 The NCP procedures are accessible at http://mneguidelines.oecd.org/ncps/.
141 See Table at http://conventions.coe.int/Treaty/Commun/ListeTableauCourt.asp?MA=3&CM=16&CL=ENG, for Council of Europe treaty CETS No. 5.
144 E.g., Court of Justice of the European Union; see generally http://europa.eu/about-eu/institutions-bodies/court-justice/index_en.htm; Community Court of Justice of the Economic Community of West African States (see note 145 below).
before national courts are exhausted or good reason is shown for not doing so. The remedies they afford may vary. The Inter-American Court provides the widest range of reparations, including restitution where feasible; money damages for material and moral injuries; rehabilitation; satisfaction, including symbolic reparations such as naming of memorials and public apologies by high State officials; and guarantees of non-repetition, such as new laws and training programs for State officials and security forces.

To the extent States fail to carry out their duty to protect people from business, they may already be sued before regional human rights courts. However, not all States are parties to regional or sub-regional courts with competence to hear human rights cases. An international court on business and human rights might not only fill that gap, but could also permit suits against companies.

Where justice in the form of civil remedies is not available before the relevant national courts – which might be the courts of either the home State or the host State in the case of transnational corporations – an international court on business and human rights could thus, in theory, ensure the legal liability and access to civil justice which are among the demands of the civil society Joint Statement. On the other hand, a significant number of States, including major home States of transnational corporations such as the US, UK and China, are likely to resist a treaty exposing their companies to suit for money damages in an international court, even if a treaty included procedural safeguards which would likely be prerequisites to creation of such a court.

Predominantly host countries of transnational investment might well agree to join a treaty creating such an international tribunal, and could confer jurisdiction on the tribunal, at least with respect to subsidiaries or other activities of transnational corporations operating in their territories. Whether they could confer jurisdiction on the parent companies of such subsidiaries, however, is a separate question.

A bevy of practical questions would be important for accessibility and efficacy of such an international tribunal. For example: What resources would it have? How would it be funded? How many cases could it hear? Could claims be aggregated? What remedies could it order? How would victims’ litigation costs – let alone a semblance of equality of arms with wealthy corporate defendants – be assured?

The answers will not come easily. Yet if such issues are not tackled (whether in a treaty or in the statute or rules of the court), and victims seeking civil damages are left to the vagaries of national courts, justice may remain elusive. And even if workable answers are found, they still might not reach companies domiciled in States which decline to join the treaty.

---


147 See note 42 above.
4. **International Mediation and Arbitration:**

Thousands of bilateral and multilateral investment and trade treaties currently allow foreign corporations to sue host States, before international arbitral tribunals, for alleged breaches of stabilization clauses, regulatory takings, denials of justice, and other claims arising from State efforts to protect public health, the environment and worker rights in their territories. Those same treaties do not, however, allow victims of any resulting human rights, consumer, worker or environmental violations to sue or countersue the foreign corporations before the arbitral tribunals for endangering their lives, health or livelihoods.

Recently a team of practitioners and scholars has circulated several drafts of a proposal to, in effect, redress this imbalance, by permitting victims of human rights violations in which companies are involved to bring the companies before an international arbitral tribunal on business and human rights. Binding arbitration might be preceded by voluntary mediation. The arbitral tribunal might be created, and its use mandated or encouraged, by one or more of a variety of means, including voluntary agreements, incorporation into the Permanent Court of Arbitration, conditions in supply chain contracts or in bank loans, and regulatory requirements.

One means of establishing or utilizing the tribunal would be to provide for or recognize it in a treaty on business and human rights. A treaty might, for example, mandate States Parties to require businesses in certain circumstances to accept its jurisdiction. As opposed to lawsuits for damages before an international court, an arbitral proceeding might have the advantage of speedier and more streamlined procedures, and potential enforceability of its arbitral awards before the courts of nearly all nations under the New York Arbitration Convention. If no international court is agreed to in a treaty, an arbitral tribunal, unlike individual complaint procedures before a treaty body, would have the advantage of being empowered to issue a legally binding award with potentially broad enforceability throughout the world. To the extent national justice systems remain beset by barriers to access and to fair adjudication, an arbitral tribunal might provide a workable alternative.

Many issues remain. For example: How would the tribunal be funded? How would victims’ litigation costs be funded? In view of the controversial track record of investor-State arbitration in matters affecting human rights, would victims and their advocates be willing to use even a tribunal where they would have standing? How would arbitrators be found with the necessary expertise, credibility and objectivity in matters of business and human rights,
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particularly with respect to the specific concerns of communities and populations affected by corporate conduct? How public would be the arbitral proceedings and awards?152

Arbitration, as with transnational civil litigation, can also be lengthy and protracted. In some jurisdictions, citizens or claimants are never allowed to waive or relinquish their right to court in any type of contract signed before a dispute arises. Even if claimants may have a choice at the outset, a question remains of whether a consent to arbitrate will lead to a complete ban on future litigation.

The larger question is whether the model of investor-style international arbitration will be suitable to meet the needs of individual claimants or communities who seek redress for ongoing harms and need swift injunctive relief as opposed to damages and findings.

These and other questions are being addressed by the authors of the draft proposal through consultations with diverse stakeholders. While many of these questions might better be addressed in the rules of an arbitral tribunal, a drafting process for a treaty on business and human rights might take them into account.

5. International Criminal Prosecution:

Corporate executives have been prosecuted by international courts since Nuremberg.153 For example, two executives of the German company that sold gas to the Nazi gas chambers were prosecuted by a British military occupation tribunal, convicted and sentenced to death.154 Japanese mining officials were also prosecuted by a British military occupation tribunal in the Far East.155 Although corporations were not formally prosecuted at Nuremberg, their assets were seized and they were put out of business for violating international law.156

152 One widely used set of rules for international arbitrations are the Rules of UNCITRAL, the United Nations Commission on International Trade Law. Effective in 2014, UNCITRAL adopted Rules on Transparency in Treaty-Based Investor-State Arbitration. These new rules could also potentially be used or adapted for arbitrations on business and human rights. They presumptively provide that most written aspects of the proceedings will be made public. These include the notice of arbitration and response; statements of claim and defense; any further written statements or submissions by either party; expert reports and witness statements; a list of exhibits (but not necessarily the exhibits themselves); written submissions by third parties; transcripts of hearings where available; and any orders, decisions or awards by the tribunal. The Rules permit tribunals to accept third party submissions, and presumptively provide that evidentiary hearings and oral arguments shall be public. The new Rules are accessible at http://www.uncitral.org/uncitral/en/uncitral_texts/arbitration/2014Transparency.html. See also United Nations Convention on Transparency in Treaty-Based Investor Arbitration, adopted 10 Dec. 2014, UNGA Res. 69/116, Annex, art. 2, not yet in force.


154 Id., text at notes 79-86.


More recently the special international criminal tribunal for Lebanon has gone beyond merely prosecuting individuals, ruling that corporate defendants can be convicted for criminal contempt of court,\textsuperscript{157} while a new Protocol to the African Court of Justice and Human and Peoples’ Rights (discussed below), once it enters into force, authorizes criminal prosecutions of corporations for a range of international crimes.

Currently there are at least two models for international criminal prosecutions of gross violations of human rights involving business. One is the International Criminal Court (“ICC”) in The Hague.\textsuperscript{158} The ICC can prosecute only natural persons\textsuperscript{159} – including business executives – for a limited range of crimes, namely genocide, war crimes and crimes against humanity.\textsuperscript{160} In cases involving business and human rights, this model might be followed, either by adding a second chamber to the ICC, or by broadening the ICC’s jurisdiction to include legal as well as natural persons,\textsuperscript{161} or by creating a separate international criminal court specifically for crimes committed by business or in which business is complicit.

An alternative model has recently been provided by a 2014 Protocol, not yet in force, to the African Court of Justice and Human and Peoples’ Rights.\textsuperscript{162} The Protocol allows international criminal prosecution, not only of individuals, but also of corporations. A provision on “Corporate Criminal Liability” resolves several issues of attribution of crimes to corporations, as follows:

1. “… [T]he Court shall have jurisdiction over legal persons, with the exception of States.”

2. “Corporate intention to commit an offence may be established by proof that it was the policy of the corporation to do the act which constituted the offence.”

3. “A policy may be attributed to a corporation where it provides the most reasonable explanation of the conduct of that corporation.”


\textsuperscript{159} Id., art. 25.1.

\textsuperscript{160} Id., arts. 5, 6, 7 and 8.

\textsuperscript{161} Article 25.1 of the ICC Statute currently provides, “The Court shall have jurisdiction over natural persons pursuant to this Statute.” As a first step, Article 25.1 could be amended simply by adding the words “and legal” after the word “natural.” The rest of the text would need to be reviewed to make any corresponding modifications. However, the process of amending the ICC Statute is difficult, requiring a high degree of consensus. See ICC Statute arts. 121-23.

4. “Corporate knowledge of the commission of an offence may be established by proof that the actual or constructive knowledge of the relevant information was possessed within the corporation.”

5. “Knowledge may be possessed within a corporation even though the relevant information is divided between corporate personnel.”

6. “The criminal responsibility of legal persons shall not exclude the criminal responsibility of natural persons who are perpetrators or accomplices in the same crimes.”

The Protocol grants the African Court jurisdiction over a broad range of crimes, including several which businesses might well commit. In addition to ICC crimes, the African Court will have jurisdiction over, among other crimes, mercenarism, corruption, money laundering, trafficking in persons, trafficking in drugs, trafficking in hazardous wastes, and illicit exploitation of natural resources.

A significant disadvantage of the African Protocol is that, unlike the ICC Statute which disallows official immunity, the African Protocol grants immunity from prosecution before the African Court to “any serving AU Head of State or Government, or anybody acting or entitled to act in such capacity, or other senior state officials based on their functions, during their tenure of office.” Especially in cases where corporations or corporate executives may be accused of acting in complicity with “senior state officials,” objections might be raised to prosecuting the accomplices, but not the principal perpetrators.

A treaty, of course, need not copy either the ICC or the African Protocol model wholesale. For example, the African Protocol could be used as a model for an international criminal tribunal on business and human rights, but without its provision immunizing senior state officials.

6. **Comprehensive treaty:**

The foregoing potential elements of a treaty on business and human rights are not mutually exclusive. A treaty could combine some or all of these elements, and others besides. The more elements are included, the more effective a treaty might be in ensuring business respect for human rights, and in providing remedies for any violations. On the other hand, the more ambitious the treaty content, the more difficult it may become to negotiate and to attract a wide range and large number of States to join the treaty, especially home States of major transnational corporations, and to appeal to the businesses which often significantly influence State positions. Where the fault lines may be, and where the trade-off’s might be found, are matters that may best emerge from a process of dialogue and consultations. In addition to the
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163 Id. art. 22, adding art. 46C.
164 Id. art. 28A.1.
165 ICC Statute, art. 27.
166 African Protocol, art. 22, adding art. 46A bis.
inter-governmental process soon to begin at the UN, a global civil society process of consultation has also recently begun.167

C. Policy Coherence Treaties

1. National Laws:

UN Guiding Principle 8 calls on States to ensure that their institutions that “shape business practices are aware of and observe the State’s human rights obligations when fulfilling their respective mandates, …” Examples of State institutions cited by the Commentary include those responsible for “corporate law and securities regulation, investment, export credit and insurance, trade and labour.” Others might include professional codes regulating the legal profession.168

It would be a tall order for a global treaty to attempt a comprehensive review and reform of national legislation and regulation in all of these areas. But agreement might be pursued in particular areas. For example, in regard to corporate law, to what extent ought parent companies to be responsible for the human rights impacts of their subsidiaries, including their subsidiaries abroad?169 In regard to public procurement, States might pursue agreement on common human rights standards and due diligence processes.170

2. International Agreements:

UN Guiding Principle 9 provides that “States should maintain adequate domestic policy space to meet their human rights obligations when pursuing business-related policy objectives with other States or business enterprises, for instance through investment treaties or contracts.” The Commentary points out that the terms of “bilateral investment treaties, free-trade agreements or contracts for investment projects … may constrain States from fully implementing new human rights legislation, or put them at risk of binding international arbitration if they do so. … States should ensure that they retain adequate policy and regulatory ability to protect human rights under the terms of such agreements, while providing the necessary investor protection.”

States might agree, for example, to include human rights protections in future investment and trade treaties.171 They could also agree to treat them as terms of existing treaties, in cases

---

168 See section V.G. below.
169 See Part V.E below.
where both States to a dispute are Parties to the new agreement, or otherwise agree to apply the new provisions in an existing treaty.\textsuperscript{172}

D. Sectoral Treaties\textsuperscript{173}

The foregoing sections catalogue, illustratively but not exhaustively, various ways that a treaty might address business with regard to human rights generally. It would also be possible to adopt a narrower treaty, focusing on a particular sector such as the extractives or information communications technology (ICT) sectors, or on the business role in regard to particular kinds of human rights abuses. Advantages of a narrower approach might include greater ease of adoption and ratification, because fewer technical legal issues might have to be resolved, and diplomatic consensus might be more readily reached. Disadvantages would include incompleteness of coverage, as well as potentially burdensome selectivity in regard to a particular industry. This, in turn, could adversely affect the interests of some States more than others.

V. SELECTED KEY ISSUES.

In deciding among and fleshing out treaty options, a number of cross-cutting issues will need to be considered. The following issues are not a comprehensive list, but are among the most prominent and contentious. They include:

- **What companies** are to be regulated – transnational corporations, large corporations, or all corporations? What will be the responsibility of State-owned enterprises?

- **What human rights norms** will the treaty enforce against business – *jus cogens*, customary international law, human rights treaties in States that are parties to those treaties, or the norms specified by the UN Guiding Principles (the International Bill of Human Rights, the ILO Declaration of Fundamental Labor Rights, plus others in context)?

- **What substantive norms** will the treaty impose for civil damages claims – international human rights law or domestic tort/delict standards? Will the treaty defer to international, regional or national legal standards for concepts such as complicity, or refer instead to general principles of law?

\textsuperscript{172} For examples of new treaties adding terms to existing treaties, see, e.g., *United Nations Convention on Transparency in Treaty-Based Investor Arbitration*, adopted 10 Dec. 2014, UNGA Res. 69/116, Annex, art. 2, not yet in force; *Convention against Torture and Other Cruel, Inhuman or Degrading Treatment or Punishment*, 10 Dec. 1984, entered into force, 26 June 1987, 1465 U.N.T.S. 85, art. 8 (Torture offenses “shall be deemed to be included as extraditable offenses in any extradition treaty existing between States Parties.”)

\textsuperscript{173} The Human Rights Council Resolution establishes the Intergovernmental Working Group on “a” legally binding instrument, for the purpose of elaborating “an” international legally binding instrument. UN HRC Res. 26/9, 26 June 2014, *Elaboration of an international legally binding instrument on transnational corporations and other business enterprises with respect to human rights*, par. 1. Hence it appears that further HRC authority might be needed for the Working Group to elaborate more than one treaty.
• **Extraterritorial jurisdiction:** Will States be expressly authorized or required to exercise jurisdiction over human rights violations committed outside their territories by companies domiciled in the State?

• **What is the scope of corporate responsibility:** In what circumstances will parent companies be liable for wrongs committed by subsidiaries, and vice versa?

• **Duty bearers:** Will the treaty impose direct obligations only on States, or will it impose direct obligations on business as well?

• **Lawyers and business advisors:** Will the treaty ensure policy coherence between their human rights responsibilities and their professional codes of conduct and ethics?

The following sections address these topics in sequence:

**A. What companies are to be regulated – transnational corporations, large corporations, or all corporations?**

The recurrent heading of UN Human Rights Council resolutions on business and human rights has been “transnational corporations and other business enterprises.” (Emphasis added.) The Guiding Principles explicitly apply to “all” business enterprises:

“The responsibility of business enterprises to respect human rights applies to all enterprises regardless of their size, sector, operational context, ownership and structure. Nevertheless, the scale and complexity of the means through which enterprises meet that responsibility may vary according to these factors and with the severity of the enterprise’s adverse human rights impacts.”

Yet as noted above, even though the Council’s June 2014 resolution initiating the treaty process repeats the phrase, “transnational corporations and other business enterprises,” a footnote in the preamble defines “other business enterprises” to include only those which have a “transnational character in their operational activities.” The footnote expressly excludes “local businesses registered in terms of relevant domestic law.”

This ambivalent narrowing of scope – from all business enterprises to only transnational corporations -- has been widely criticized, by both States and civil society, as disfiguring the business and human rights agenda. Ruggie’s critique is illustrative:

“A footnote defines ‘other business enterprises’ in a way that is intended to exclude national companies. Thus … the proposed treaty would have covered international brands

---

174 UN Guiding Principle 14.
175 UN HRC Res. 26/9, 26 June 2014, Elaboration of an international legally binding instrument on transnational corporations and other business enterprises with respect to human rights, par. 9. UN HRC Res. 26/9, 26 June 2014, Elaboration of an international legally binding instrument on transnational corporations and other business enterprises with respect to human rights, note one.
purchasing garments from the factories … in the collapsed Rana Plaza building in Bangladesh, but not the local factory owners … employing the more than 1,100 workers who died ….”

“The core sponsors of the resolution may have found this formulation to be useful in putting together their voting coalition. But it poses two enormous impediments to future progress. First, an exclusive focus on transnational corporations has always triggered strong opposition from their home countries, … as well as from international business. … [I]t has also dampened the enthusiasm of civil society organizations for the initiative. … because for victims the corporate form of the abuser is irrelevant.”

“Second, the definition of ‘other business enterprises’ … makes no sense either in logical or legal terms. … [T]here is no meaningful distinction between ‘transnational corporations’ and ‘enterprises that have a transnational character.’ … More importantly, transnational corporations’ subsidiaries are typically required to incorporate under ‘relevant domestic law,’ often in joint ventures, including with state-owned enterprises or … local businesses. … How do all these structures and relationships get disentangled? …”

Given the breadth of opposition to excluding national corporations from the treaty, this issue is likely to be raised during the negotiations. (This is a distinct issue from whether specific types of companies (e.g., Small and Medium Enterprises (“SME’s”), or State owned enterprises) would be exempt from specific treaty requirements, or might be given a different timeline or scope of compliance with obligations.)

**B. What human rights norms will the treaty enforce against business – jus cogens, customary international law, human rights treaties in States Parties to those treaties, or the norms specified by the UN Guiding Principles (the International Bill of Human Rights, the ILO Declaration of Fundamental Labor Rights, plus others in context)?**

The range of human rights covered by the treaty may depend on the kinds of duties imposed by the treaty, or even by particular provisions of the treaty. To the extent the treaty focuses on reporting, planning, or implementing the Guiding Principles, it should cover a broad range of rights. As John Ruggie concluded after analyzing more than 300 reports of alleged corporate abuses, “there are few if any internationally recognized rights business cannot impact or be perceived to impact - in some manner. Therefore, companies should consider all such rights.”177 Hence the Commentary to Guiding Principle 12 enjoins:

“Because business enterprises can have an impact on virtually the entire spectrum of internationally recognized human rights, their responsibility to respect applies to all such rights. In practice, some human rights may be at greater risk than others in particular


industries or contexts, and therefore will be the focus of heightened attention. However, situations may change, so all human rights should be the subject of periodic review.”


These constitute the minimum catalogue of rights for purposes of human rights due diligence. In addition, the Commentary to Guiding Principle 12 explains:

“Depending on circumstances, business enterprises may need to consider additional standards. For instance, … [UN] instruments have elaborated further on the rights of indigenous peoples; women; national or ethnic, religious and linguistic minorities; children; persons with disabilities; and migrant workers and their families. Moreover, in situations of armed conflict enterprises should respect the standards of international humanitarian law.”

For treaties focused on reporting, planning, or implementation of the Guiding Principles, then, the coverage of rights should be very broad. On the other hand, to the extent a treaty establishes an individual complaint procedure, or provides for civil damages remedies, the list of human rights that can be invoked through such procedures might be narrowed to the kinds of rights – still a broad list – reasonably “justiciable” in similar proceedings against States. Such an adjustment would have to be undertaken with care, because even rights that might appear less compelling in other contexts (e.g., the right to leisure) can be serious in a business context where workers can be subjected to long hours with little or no rest.

Finally, to the extent a treaty imposes criminal sanctions, it would apply, not to all human rights violations, but only to violations caused by the commission of an existing international crime, or conceivably by a new international crime recognized and defined by the treaty, or by a national crime that affects human rights. If criminal prosecution were the only approach adopted, it would exclude most human rights infringements by business.


\[182\] See sections IV.A.7, IV.B.2, and IV.B.3 above.

\[183\] See section IV.B.5 above.

\[184\] The Statutes of some international criminal tribunals allow for the prosecution of certain national as well as international crimes. E.g., the Statute of the Special Tribunal for Lebanon, art. 2.1 (a), grants the Tribunal jurisdiction over “[t]he provisions of the Lebanese Criminal Code relating to … terrorism, crimes and offences against life and personal integrity, illicit associations and failure to report crimes and offences, …” (Accessible at
A single treaty could of course employ different menus of rights: a full range for planning provisions, a somewhat narrower range for civil complaints, and a much narrower range for criminal prosecutions.

C. **What substantive norms will the treaty impose for civil damages claims – international human rights law, or common law tort standards or, in civil law countries, the civil law equivalent? Will the treaty defer to national legal standards for concepts such as complicity or refer to general principles of international law?**

A number of suits for money damages have been brought in English courts against British companies for human rights violations committed in other countries based, not on international human rights law, but on common law tort theories such as trespass and negligence. Several settlements have resulted. Following the decision of the US Supreme Court in 2013 in *Kiobel v. Royal Dutch Petroleum*, which narrowed jurisdiction over human rights suits under the federal Alien Tort Statute, suggestions have been made to seek damages for overseas human rights violations by filing common law tort suits in US state courts. Plaintiffs are now bringing common law tort claims in Canada with respect to the conduct of extractive companies overseas.

It has been argued that, if a civil damages remedy in national courts is permitted or required by a treaty, it could be more effective in practice, at least in common law countries, if it were based on reasonably well-understood common law torts, with which common law judges are already familiar and comfortable, than on novel definitions of damages actions based directly on international human rights law. In effect it is argued that, since common law tort actions have succeeded in practice, Why argue with success?

On the other hand, even where they result in payment of money damages, common law tort actions may not do justice to the gravity of the invasion of human dignity occasioned by gross violations of human rights. They may also be frustrated by procedural obstacles under national laws, such as short statutes of limitations, that should not apply to treaty-based actions.

---


186 133 S. Ct. 1659 (2013).


189 See Meeran, note 185 above, at 24 (“This approach of invoking tort law involves allegations of negligence rather than human rights violations, which could be regarded as diminishing the significance of the harm, but on the other hand has the advantages of simplicity and being potentially applicable to fundamental human rights violations as well as violations of socio-economic rights … “).
for serious human rights violations. In addition, civil remedies for violations of human rights may also be more congruent than common law torts with a comprehensive treaty enforcing international human rights law, and more uniform among potential States Parties with varying legal traditions (e.g., common law, civil law, Islamic law). And even with tort law as a basis for redress, the legal standards for what gives rise to liability (e.g., claims of negligence, intentional torts, standards for accomplice liability, etc., may vary somewhat from jurisdiction to jurisdiction.)

This is an issue treaty drafters may wish to consider. One potential solution might be for a treaty to contemplate both kinds of remedies – human rights suits and national tort suits (or other national damages remedies) – as vehicles to secure civil justice for victims of business violations of human rights.191

D. Extraterritorial jurisdiction: Will States be expressly authorized or required to exercise jurisdiction over human rights violations committed outside their territories by companies domiciled in the State?

Where a host State is unwilling or unable to provide victims access to effective remedies for human rights violations by a foreign company operating in its territory, should the treaty require the company’s home State to exercise jurisdiction? If the answer is “no,” then victims may continue to be deprived of effective remedies. Even if an international tribunal on business and human rights were to be established, history teaches that most international courts have limited resources and can hear only a relatively limited number of cases.192 National justice cannot be abandoned altogether.

Guiding Principle 2 does not quite answer the question of a home State’s extraterritorial jurisdiction: It provides that “States should set out clearly the expectation that all business enterprises domiciled in their territory and/or jurisdiction respect human rights throughout their operations.” But must States embody this extraterritorial “expectation” in law and practice?

The Commentary is more specific, taking the view that extraterritorial jurisdiction is permissive, but not mandatory:

192 An arguable exception is the European Court of Human Rights, which has 47 full-time judges and an annual budget of nearly $90 million. To the extent the UN, or the States Parties to a treaty, were willing to provide that level of human and financial resources, an international court on business and human rights could take on more of the burden of justice. (The European Court’s 2013 budget of 66.8 million euros is accessible at http://www.echr.coe.int/Pages/home.aspx?p=court/howitworks&c=#newComponent_1346157778000_pointer. At the June 24, 2013 exchange rate of one euro = $1.31, that amounted to $86.7 million.)
“At present States are not generally required under international human rights law to regulate the extraterritorial activities of businesses domiciled in their territory and/or jurisdiction. Nor are they generally prohibited from doing so, provided there is a recognized jurisdictional basis.”

The Commentary to Guiding Principle 2 does recognize that “some human rights treaty bodies recommend that home States take steps to prevent abuse abroad by business enterprises within their jurisdiction.” Increasingly, however, the International Court of Justice,193 global and regional human rights treaty bodies, and UN thematic experts interpret human rights treaties not merely to permit, but to impose extraterritorial obligations, including with regard to regulation of business activities abroad.194

There is no doubt that States have the right to exercise extraterritorial jurisdiction over their own companies. In the United States Supreme Court litigation in the Kiobel case, the United Kingdom and Dutch governments—which as amici curiae opposed the exercise of US extraterritorial Alien Tort Statute (“ATS”) jurisdiction over UK and Dutch companies195—nonetheless agreed that “active personality jurisdiction,” by which the United States could apply the ATS extraterritorially to Americans, “is very clearly asserted (and accepted) in State practice, and is well established in international law.”196 Calling the same principle by a different name, the European Commission termed the “nationality principle” an “uncontroversial basis for jurisdiction under international law.”197

Granted, any exercise of extraterritorial jurisdiction by a home State must be “reasonable” – paying due regard to the jurisdictional claims and sovereignty of the host State – but it is well-accepted under international law that, in principle, home States may adjudicate suits against their own companies (as opposed to foreign companies) for human rights violations committed outside their territories.198

196 Id. at 14. For example, Canadian courts have presumptive jurisdiction over foreign torts where the defendant is “domiciled or resident” in Canada. Club Resorts Ltd. v. Van Breda, [2012] 1 S.C.R. 572, paras. 81–82, 85–86, 90(a) (Can.).
197 European Commission Amicus Brief in Kiobel v. Royal Dutch Petroleum Co., 133 S. Ct. 1659 (2013) (No. 10-1491), at 11. EU law, governing the twenty-eight EU member States, Countries, EUROPA, http://europa.eu/about-eu/countries/index_en.htm (last visited Feb. 12, 2014), and other European States who join the regulations voluntarily, makes jurisdiction turn mainly on domicile. The EU default rule is that “persons domiciled” in an EU State “shall, whatever their nationality, be sued in the courts of” the domiciliary State. Council Regulation 44/2001 of 22 December 2000 on Jurisdiction and the Recognition and Enforcement of Judgments in Civil and Commercial Matters, arts. 2.1, 3.1. 2001 O.J. (L 12) 1, 3–4 (EC); Council Decision 2007/712/EC of 15 October 2007 on the Signing, on Behalf of the Community, of the Convention on Jurisdiction and the Recognition and Enforcement of Judgments in Civil and Commercial Matters, arts. 2, 3.1. 2007 O.J. (L 339) 3. In tort cases they may also be sued in the State where the “harmful event” takes place. Brussels I Regulation, art. 5.3; Lugano II Convention, art. 5.3.
International law, then, plainly allows States to engage in reasonable exercises of jurisdiction over the conduct of their corporations in other States. A treaty on business and human rights, or a protocol thereto, could either explicitly authorize or require States to exercise such extraterritorial jurisdiction. The treaty or protocol could undertake to articulate guidelines on the parameters of “reasonableness,” or instead allow courts or legislatures to decide on the reasonableness of particular exercises of extraterritorial jurisdiction, in light of general principles of international law governing jurisdiction.\(^\text{199}\)

**E. What is the scope of corporate responsibility – Will parent companies be liable for the wrongs of subsidiaries, and vice versa?**

In what circumstances should a treaty hold parent companies responsible for the actions of their subsidiaries or other corporate entities, and vice versa? The answer may depend on the kinds of duties the treaty imposes. To the extent a treaty mandates reporting, planning and prevention, including implementation of the Guiding Principles, it might not be controversial or impracticable to require parent companies to make sure that their subsidiaries (and other corporate entities, especially controlled entities) meet these responsibilities.

This seems to be the approach of the Guiding Principles. They generally refer to the responsibilities, not of a particular “corporation” or “company,” but of a “business enterprise.” The term “enterprise” is not defined. However, the language and logic of the Principles suggest that it embraces both a parent company and its subsidiaries. For example, the Commentary to Guiding Principle 2 cites, as an example of domestic measures with extraterritorial implications, “requirements on ‘parent’ companies to report on the global operations of the entire enterprise.” This would make no sense unless the concept of “enterprise” included both parent companies and their subsidiaries.

The issue becomes more complicated to the extent a treaty mandates civil damages remedies against corporations. Most States have adopted, in one form or another, the separate entity doctrine. When one corporation invests in another – even when the first company owns 100% of the shares of the second, as in the case of parent companies with wholly owned subsidiaries – the two corporations are still treated as separate entities for purposes of legal liability. National laws typically provide, then, that the parent cannot be held legally liable for wrongs committed by the subsidiary (i.e., the “corporate veil” cannot be pierced), unless the subsidiary is shown to be a mere façade or was created solely in order to defraud creditors.\(^\text{200}\)

Recent developments in common law cases indicate that, in some limited circumstances, a parent company can be held to have a “duty of care” to the employees of a subsidiary, or to

\(^{199}\) See, e.g., RESTATEMENT (THIRD) OF THE FOREIGN RELATIONS LAW OF THE UNITED STATES (1987). Compare § 402 (jurisdiction to prescribe) and § 421 (jurisdiction to adjudicate), with § 431(1) (jurisdiction to enforce judicially). All three categories authorize states to exercise jurisdiction over acts abroad by their own nationals, §§ 402(2), 421(2)(d)–(e), and 431(1), subject to the limit that the exercise be reasonable. Id. §§ 403, 421(1)–(2), and 431(1)–(2).

persons injured by a subsidiary, the breach of which can result in legal liability. In such cases the parent is held liable, not for the misconduct of its subsidiary, but rather for its own misconduct in breaching its duty of care. Negotiators might consider incorporating such a doctrine into a treaty.

Negotiators might also consider a broader parental company duty of care in regard to human rights. Without abrogating the general application of the doctrine of separate entity, negotiators might consider the following recommendation made by three distinguished scholars, in the particular context of a parent company’s human rights due diligence:

“[T]he duty of the parent company to exercise due diligence by controlling the subsidiary to ensure it does not engage in human rights violations, directly or indirectly, should be clearly affirmed. This should be seen as part of the due diligence necessary to meet the corporate responsibility to respect human rights, as set out in the UNGPs. The concept … amounts to imposing on the parent company a duty to monitor the activities of its subsidiaries, … This also includes the responsibility that all businesses seek to prevent and mitigate, through use of their leverage, all human rights violations by those with whom they have a business relationship. In contrast to the limited liability approach, this incentivizes the parent company to ensure that its subsidiaries and business partners comply with human rights.”

This scholarly recommendation is consistent, not only with the “enterprise” approach of the UN Guiding Principles to due diligence, but also with the even more explicit “enterprise” approach of the OECD Guidelines for Multinational Enterprises. In calling on business to respect human rights and to carry out due diligence, the OECD Guidelines “extend to enterprise groups, although boards of subsidiary enterprises might have obligations under the law of their jurisdiction of incorporation. Compliance and control systems should extend where possible to these subsidiaries. Furthermore, the board’s monitoring of governance includes continuous review of internal structures to ensure clear lines of management accountability throughout the group.”

F. Duty bearers: Will the treaty impose direct obligations only on States, or will it impose direct obligations on business as well?

During the drafting process of the UN Guiding Principles, reports John Ruggie, governments North and South “had deep seated doctrinal concerns about making corporations subjects of international human rights law.” The US statement of objections to the June 2014

203 OECD Guidelines (2011), pars. II.2, II.10, and Chapter IV.
UN Human Rights Council treaty resolution included an assertion that business corporations are not “subjects” of international law.\(^{206}\)

There are competing schools of thought among eminent scholars on whether corporations are subjects of international law.\(^{207}\) Positivists insist that corporations are not subjects of international law, because no international instrument expressly recognizes them as such.\(^{208}\) More flexible interpreters suggest that corporations may at least have “limited international legal personality.”\(^{209}\) Finally, pragmatists argue that the issue of whether corporations are “subjects” of international law is irrelevant to the question of what legal responsibilities can be imposed on corporations: “Skepticism about the ‘personhood’ of corporations should not be confused with doubts about whether international corporations have responsibilities (as well as rights) under international law. Clearly they now have both.”\(^{210}\)

At present, thousands of bilateral and multilateral investment and trade agreements grant corporations both substantive rights (e.g., regulatory stability, compensation for property takings, and due process of law) and remedial rights to sue States before international arbitration panels.\(^{211}\) Under the European Convention on Human Rights, corporations are also permitted to make claims against States for property takings and denials of due process of law before the European Court of Human Rights.\(^{212}\) EU treaties also permit corporations to bring cases before the European Court of Justice, if their rights have been infringed by an EU institution.\(^{213}\)

Whatever one’s view on whether corporations are “subjects” or “legal persons” under international law, if international treaties can grant corporations rights and remedies, as in these instances, it is difficult to discern why a treaty cannot also impose human rights duties on corporations, enforceable before national or international courts. Whether a treaty on business and human rights should impose duties directly on companies would appear to be a policy choice to be made by the negotiators, one way or the other, and not a decision determined by current international law.

**G. What is the Role of Lawyers and other Business Advisors?**

The legal profession has been among civil society actors promoting implementation of the Guiding Principles. The American Bar Association (“ABA) has endorsed the Guiding

---

206 Note 45 above.
210 Alvarez, note 207 above, at 31 (footnote omitted).
The Business and Human Rights Advisory Group of the Law Society has recommended, among other measures, that the Law Society take the position that its law firm members have a responsibility to respect human rights, and that they should develop policies and procedures to implement that responsibility. The International Bar Association has published pilot guidance for bar associations and business lawyers.

Law firms and other business advisors, such as consulting and risk management firms, have at least a dual responsibility with regard to human rights: both as businesses themselves, and as advisors to their business clients. While the ethical rules of the ABA, at least, “may well” affirmatively support these human rights responsibilities, a treaty might commit States to ensure policy coherence between the human rights responsibilities of lawyers, law firms and other business advisors, and their duties under professional codes of conduct and ethics promulgated by bar associations and State entities.

CONCLUSION

This Paper seeks, not to advocate, but to inform. It takes no position on the advisability of a treaty on business and human rights, or on the form and content of any such treaty. It is offered in the belief that an informed negotiating process deserves, at the outset, a basic knowledge of the background that brought negotiators to the table, and an awareness of the main options, issues and choices that lie before them. It is in that spirit that this Paper has been prepared.

This Paper also provides analysis of the current policy landscape and context as the treaty process begins. This landscape, however, is constantly shifting, as States, civil society and businesses engage in further actions in relation to business and human rights.

---

217 IBA, Guidance for Business Lawyers, note 216 above, pp. 16-18.
218 “ABA Model Rule of Professional Conduct 2.1 may well apply in this context. It requires lawyers to exercise ‘independent professional judgment and render candid advice’ and permits them to ‘refer not only to law but to other considerations such as moral, economic, social and political factors that may be relevant to the client’s situation.’ … This imperative logically would include applicable international standards in the conduct of a client’s affairs, including the Framework and Guiding Principles where corporate clients are concerned.” ABA report, note 214 above, at 5 n. 16 (citation omitted).